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1. “untitled” [Vaka] (6:38)
2. “untitled” [Fyrsta] (7:34)
3. “untitled” [Samskeyti] (6:33)
4. “untitled” [Njósnavélin] (7:33)
5. “untitled” [Álafoss] (9:57)
6. “untitled” [E-Bow] (8:49)
7. “untitled” [Dauðalagið] (13:00)
8. “untitled” [Popplagið] (11:45)
Silence.

Not a sound. Not a cough or a sniffl e. The sound of captivation, of awe. A moment of collective attention. An eternal instant.

In February 2006, Sigur Rós performed at Bass Performance Hall in Fort Worth, Texas. I had never been to a “rock show” in an opera house. I had never been to one where everyone remained seated for the duration of the performance. And I had never before experienced such an enrapturing silence.

After concluding a set of magnificent, beautifully performed pieces, the band returned to the stage and began their encore with “Viðrar vel til Loftárása.” In the middle of the song, there is a caesura, a break that, on the record,\(^1\) lasts only about four seconds. But tonight this rest was extended into the grandest of grand pauses. As the final traces of the last chord dissipated in the reverberant space, the air around us seemed to thin out, and we were left in silence. The audience was gripped with suspense and anticipation, waiting for the arrival of the next sound, and yet, there seemed also to be a shared contentment, as if we all could have existed in this silence forever.
Then, singer Jón (“Jónsi”) Pór Birgisson took an audible breath, as if he were about to sing the conclusion of the phrase . . .

. . . but instead he waited longer . . .

No one made a sound. No one even breathed. There was no cell-phone ring to shatter this transcendent moment with a crass reminder of the real world. There were no isolated cheers from exuberant fans or annoying frat boys. Just a collective instant of deep listening. We were all transfixed, as if tuned in to the deepest truths of the universe, articulated by this band of Nordic troubadours. This is what was most amazing about this instant: it seemed communal. No one made a sound, but we seemed to be aware that we were all there together.

I have no idea how long this moment lasted. Maybe it was only thirty seconds. Maybe over a minute. Maybe longer. It seemed to exist outside of time.

Finally, Jónsi sang the beginning of the next phrase, and the band arrived on that chord that we were all waiting for, delivering the most satisfying conclusion.

We all finally breathed.

While I will never forget this moment, there is something about it that puzzles me: Why did it happen? How could it?

What made an audience of two thousand Texans hang on to the unfinished phrase of an Icelandic band with such awe and anticipation?

Let’s be honest, there was not one member of that audience who knew what the hell that guy was singing about.

We had no idea; it was in a completely foreign tongue. It could have been a corny love song filled with whiny pining and cringe-inducing metaphors. It could have been a preachy
leftist rant, aimed to make us all feel guilty about where our underwear was made. For all we know, the lyrics could have been a recipe for baby soup.²

But there was something else. Something about the delivery, the environment, the music, that made us trust these guys, that made us feel as if we understood them, as if they understood us. The profound, unspoken truth that unified us all was quite literally unspoken, and yet we all believed it.

But what was the truth? Surely we couldn’t have all been thinking the same thing, could we?

Maybe in the instant that I was amazed at the simple fact that no one’s cell phone rang, the guy next to me was amazed at the resonant acoustics of the hall. Maybe the girl in front of me was taken by the fact that she could suddenly hear her own heartbeat. And maybe the dad in the balcony who was only there to drive his teenage daughter was . . . sleeping.

Surely everyone filled in this silence, this gap, with something unique.

This is a book about filling in gaps, about interpreting things we can’t possibly understand, but feel very deeply that we do.

**Vonlenska**

In 2002, Sigur Rós released their third LP. It had no title, or, rather, its title was no title, just an empty pair of parentheses. The intent was that the listener would fill in the parentheses—the gap—with their own title, their own interpretation of the sounds on the record. The CD sleeve consisted of twelve pages that were essentially blank, lacking song titles, liner
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notes, or production credits. Instead, there were only semi- translucent frosted images of abstract natural scenery (tree branches, grass, etc.), on which the listener is free to inscribe their own notes, or no notes at all.

This open-endedness is reflected in the music itself: sparse landscapes of minimal harmonic textures, which repeat and build to dense, dramatic climaxes; and ever-ascending, angelic voices, providing the music’s focal point, varying between intimate whispers, melancholy melodies, and jubilant exclamations.

This time around, however, the lyrics are not sung in Icelandic, the language of “Viðrar vel til Loftárása,” but an unintelligible tongue called “Vonlenska.” “Vonlenska,” which can be translated roughly as “Hopelandic,” is an invented language consisting of nonsense syllables. It is a language that expresses no meaning.

Now all listeners, whether speakers of English, Icelandic, Chinese, or Afrikaans, would have the same experience as the audience in that Texas opera house in 2006: the experience of hearing music sung in a language they are incapable of understanding.

This is a problem. How can a language have no meaning? Language is meant to communicate things: ideas, feelings, soup recipes. If a language consists only of nonsense words, what does it communicate? Is it even capable of communicating? If the album lacks any conceptual content, why do we find it so moving?

This is a book about language, about languages we don’t understand, about languages that aren’t meant to be understood.
The goal of Hopelandic, once again, is free interpretation. We are allowed—encouraged—to hear in it whatever it is we want to hear. In Jónsi’s words, () is “unfinished,” and the listeners “have to finish it themselves.”

So how do we finish it? How do we interpret something we cannot possibly understand? Do we hear one song as a sentimental love ballad and another as a polemical diatribe? Do we hear nothing at all and simply reduce the voice to a status equal to that of the guitar or glockenspiel?

() brings up many questions, especially with regard to the role of the voice. The majority of Sigur Rós’s post-rock contemporaries abandon the voice—or at least the sung voice and/or the person of the singer—in favor of completely instrumental works. But () is unique in that it maintains the sung voice, simply stripping it of its communicative capabilities, thereby opening up an intermediate gap between voice and instrument, a slippery limbo between human and inhuman.

Whether speaking in a common language or in glossolalic tongues, voices are sounds produced by human bodies, and their presence necessitates a human presence. But is a voice really more “human” than a drum set? Is a voice speaking a language more human than a voice babbling? Is the sound of the person next to you speaking more human than a fixed recording of another person’s voice?

This is a book about voices, about the human voice, about the location of meaning in the voice, and about how singing voices differ from musical instruments—or whether they do at all.
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Sonic Spaces

( ) consists, like the parentheses of its title, of two large arcs, situated around an empty space. Each arc consists of four untitled songs, and the empty space is the album’s central silence: thirty-six seconds of nothing, another gap—possibly as long as the silence that so captivated us that night in Fort Worth. However, instead of interrupting the flow of a single phrase, this silence separates two isolated halves—a throwback to the days when records had an A-side and a B-side. 4

Unlike the parentheses of its title, the album’s two halves are asymmetrical. “Side A” runs less than thirty minutes, “Side B” closer to forty-five. The songs on the first half are lighter, more melodic and accessible, while the latter half’s are more dramatic, brooding, and atmospheric.

This is a key concept to the band’s music: atmosphere. It is music that creates a space.

Sigur Rós ensure, through various recording techniques and musical devices, a strong sense of location. Theirs is music that cannot be heard in a vacuum, their recordings as much about capturing a particular space as they are about capturing melodies and rhythms. The songs on ( ) sound as if they are played in a vast openness—immediately, cliché images of the band’s native Iceland come to mind. The cavernous reverberation and expansive textures of these pieces evoking wide, uninhabited spaces.

This is a book about spaces, about the spaces in which sounds happen—or in which they are made to sound as if they happen, and about the spaces established by sounds themselves.
By naming their imaginary language “Hopelandic” and presenting the album as an invitation for listeners to freely interpret their work, Sigur Rós demonstrate a certain level of confidence and trust in their audience.

Such hopefulness is present throughout ( ). Indeed, the whole idea of the creation of a new language, musical or otherwise, seems to be one looking forward with optimism, anticipating new possibilities. And yet, there is still a deep tension present, manifested on ( ) in the album’s division into two opposing halves. The inherent contradiction being that the one Sigur Rós album that endeavors to create this new linguistic space is perhaps their darkest record musically, marked by mournful elegies and dirging laments.

This is a book, finally, about opposition, about the tension between despair and optimism, about whether or not we can find hope between the parentheses.

Gaps

My goal in this book is not to tell listeners how to interpret ( ), not to fill in the gaps myself or to offer my own subjective interpretation. Instead, by providing a context for how nonsense often operates in art, by offering an analysis of the role of the voice in music and language, by discussing Sigur Rós’s musical evocations of space, and by investigating the album’s overall outlook and aesthetic, I hope to leave the reader with a better understanding of what ( ) offers its
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listeners, and what a hermeneutics of ( ) might actually entail. While I hope to create a bolder, darker, more clearly defined pair of parentheses, I dare not deprive the reader of the opportunity to fill in the space between them. That is their responsibility.
This is a book about ( ).

Notes

1. Ágætis byrjun (1999). The moment described occurs around the 6:00 mark.

2. The song’s title can be translated as “Good weather for an airstrike,” and is said to be named after a phrase spoken by an Icelandic weatherman during the Kosovo War. The title’s relationship to the song’s lyrical content, however, is only tangential.


4. This idea of two complementary, center-focused sides is reflected in what is both the first and last sound on the record: a short click of feedback, like the sound of a guitar being plugged into an amplifier. This sound frames the entire album, acting as a sonic embodiment of the title’s parentheses.
Nonsense

Out of respect for the Artist we try to find some Sense, but then it turns out she doesn’t mean any Sense.

— Jaap Blonk

Sigur Rós’s first venture into the world of nonsensical texts happened years before ( ). The title track of the band’s debut album, Von (1997), features simple abstract vocalizations in the place of lyrics, and is the earliest example of a Sigur Rós song with an untexted melody. Sung in airy, ascending phrases, Jónsi’s vocal melody appears and disappears in the mix like a cold morning’s breath. Drenched in reverb, and sounding as if it were recorded in a vast underground cave, “Von” (which means “hope” in Icelandic) seems to occupy its own alien atmosphere, creating the illusion that one is just faintly hearing a music happening far off in the distance. Jónsi’s lyric-less vocalizations reinforce the song’s aura of remoteness: perhaps the voice we hear is singing a language, but we are too far removed from the source to make out the words. Or perhaps, in creating its own imaginary space, the song demanded its own imaginary language, an artificial language to communicate the realities of an artificial environment.
The band, initially jokingly, acted as if the song was in fact sung in a foreign tongue, naming the language “Vonlenska,” which can be translated as “Hopelandic” (a portmanteau combining the song’s title with “Íslenska,” the Icelandic term for “Icelandic”).

Invisibility

Since its first use on Von, Hopelandic has appeared in songs—or parts of songs—on every subsequent Sigur Rós album, expanding the band’s linguistic repertoire, which also includes Icelandic, and more recently, English. On their breakthrough second album, Ágætis byrjun (1999), Hopelandic is heard on the majestic “Olsen Olsen,” which opens with a “Von”-esque haziness that eventually gives way to a very present and jubilant symphonic texture that manages to out-Polyphonic Spree the Polyphonic Spree. The album’s title translates as “A good beginning,” and is a reference to a sort of aesthetic reboot the band were attempting after Von, an album with which they were not completely satisfied. This is made clear in an inscription on the album’s inside cover: “ég gaf ykkur von sem varð að vonbrigðum . . . þetta er ágætis byrjun” (“I gave you hope that became a disappointment . . . this is a good beginning”).

Ágætis byrjun’s title track addresses this disappointment further, and, while mostly sung in Icelandic, the song’s coda features the album’s second appearance of Hopelandic. After several verses of texted melody, one of which includes the revealing lament “Við lifðum í öðrum heimi (We were living
in another world) / þar sem við vorum aldrei ósýnileg (Where we were never invisible)”. “Ágætis byrjun” leaves standard language behind in favor of nonsensical vocables. It is as if the song, in an effort to obfuscate the band—to render them invisible—needs to reject common language, and turn to something less clear and precise. As the last vocal song on an album primarily sung in Icelandic, “Ágætis byrjun” acts both as a conclusion and a foreshadowing of what was to come on the band’s follow-up. The song’s final Icelandic couplet, “Við munum gera betur næst (We’ll do better next time) / þetta er ágætis byrjun (This is a good beginning)” implies that this second record, while improving on the first, is still not quite what the band wanted to accomplish, and that the following album will fulfill the promises that are only hinted at here.

With the release of ( ) in 2002, Sigur Rós endeavored to make good on the promise of Ágætis byrjun and step completely into a world in which they were finally invisible. Evidently, such a world is one in which any subjective, extra-musical content—with which rock bands so often saturate their albums—is erased, so the band do not impose any of their own conceptions of the music’s content or subject matter onto the listener. This is done by removing any/all semantics from the album, be it in lyrical content, song titles, or overall concept. If Sigur Rós are not singing about airstrikes, invisibility, or how much their first album sucked—if they are not communicating any thoughts at all—then their ideas remain unheard, and, in a way, they are themselves effaced, obscured, invisible. The problem with Von was not that the band had not fully developed their own distinct
aesthetic, it was precisely that they were far too present, too visible on the album: Von failed because it had Sigur Rós’s fingerprints all over it. () is thus presented as a corrective blank slate, as an album that does not provide content to its listeners, but instead allows its listeners to provide the content themselves. In other words, removing the band as speakers creates a gap, and it is understood that this gap is to be filled by the listener. Sigur Rós make themselves invisible so as to make the audience more visible, or at least to allow the audience to play a more significant role in the creation of meaning. () comes with no fingerprints on it; it is up to the listener to smudge it up with their own subjective expressions.

**Untitled**

Perhaps coincidentally, both of Sigur Rós’s previous records featured Hopelandic in their title tracks. One could argue whether “()” is a title, or is, in fact, simply a framing of the album’s lack thereof. If the latter is the case, then, in a way, all of the songs on (), being untitled themselves, are its “title tracks.” The pattern that began with Von, in which each album’s namesake song is sung—in whole or in part—in Hopelandic, is thus maintained. Leaving the songs untitled, however, creates another gap: how do we talk about songs that have no names? The listener is here again invited to exert their own creative authority, being free to name the pieces as they please. Of course, ()’s songs do have unofficial titles, which appear on the band’s setlists, and which are used when the songs show up in other contexts (e.g., on other albums).
The full track listing of ( ), using Sigur Rós’s own internal titles, follows:

1. “Vaka”—name of drummer Orri Páll Dýrason’s daughter
2. “Fyrsta”—“First” or “The First Song”
3. “Samskeyti”—“Attachment” or “Joint”
4. “Njósnavélin”—“The Spy Machine” also known as “The Nothing Song”
5. “Álafoss”—a waterfall located near Sundlaugin, the studio where ( ) was recorded
6. “E-Bow”—a small electromagnetic device used by bassist Georg Hólm on this song
7. “Dauðalagið”—“The Death Song”
8. “Popplagið”—“The Pop Song”

**Language and Meaning**

It would seem, at first, that the very idea of a nonsensical language is inherently paradoxical. One of language’s defining features is its ability to communicate meaning, to transmit specific concepts from the mind of one person to the mind of another. Since language is the medium through which meaning is communicated, surely one could not take meaning from a language and still call it language any more than one could drain the ocean of water and still call it an ocean.

But to equate language with meaning is short-sighted and problematic. Language consists of several distinct elements, which are entwined with each other to create an intricate and
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multifaceted structure: semantics (meaning), syntax (grammar), lexicon (words), phonetics (sounds), prosody (phrasing), and pragmatics (context). In our everyday language, the language with which you and I are communicating right now, these elements are interwoven and work together in an amazingly complex manner to communicate a wide variety of ideas, thoughts, and feelings. (To revise the ocean metaphor: an ocean is more than just water, it has salt, currents, tides, and a vast ecosystem full of various life-forms; an ocean made of only water wouldn’t be an ocean at all, just an oversized puddle.) But it is indeed quite possible for these elements to exist in isolation from one another, or in incomplete combinations.

We are most likely to experience such isolations or recombinations in works of art, particularly in literature, poetry, or music. One could have semantics without syntax, as in some poetry, which defies certain grammatical conventions but still communicates a very clear meaning. This is a characteristic common to haiku:

winter garden
the moon and insects’ song
a thin thread

In the same way, we can have grammar without a coherent meaning, as in Chomsky’s famous sentence, “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously,” which has perfectly understandable syntax but whose organization of words produces a contradictorily incoherent meaning. Still other combinations are possible. The disembodied voice existing in a void that narrates Samuel Beckett’s *The Unnamable* is likely the closest
one could get to a language without pragmatics. And ancient cave paintings, in which there are clear representational symbols (people, animals, fire, etc.), could be considered semantics and pragmatics without syntax, lexicon, or phonetics: meaning communicated in a specific environment, without employing the mechanics of human speech.

Since semantics is concerned with meaning, any combination of these elements that omits or obscures semantics, can be referred to as “nonsense,” and it turns out that Hopelandic is just one of many possible varieties of such nonsensical combinations. In fact, as we will see, Hopelandic contains all of the aforementioned elements, with the singular exception of meaning. Therefore, it is only one step away from being a fully functioning and understandable language, and is still fundamentally linguistic.

Many times, artists will deliberately reject sense in favor of nonsense. For some artists, this is done in an attempt to communicate the ineffable, something words themselves are incapable of expressing. Other artists use nonsense to create a sense of otherness, a deliberate unintelligibility to evoke an aura of distance. Still, other artists embrace nonsense as a way of isolating the “music” of speech, presenting vocal and buccal sounds as the objects of focus without meaning acting as a distraction.

In this chapter, we will explore a wide variety of nonsense texts, moving through several different examples from various sources (ancient Greek comedies, Dada sound poems, pop songs, et al.) to demonstrate the diversity of nonsense texts and the many ways that nonsense can function when employed in different contexts. Some of these may
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seem quite distant from Sigur Rós and Hopelandic, but they are still valuable in demonstrating how nonsense—precisely by saying nothing at all—often has, paradoxically, much to say. In examining several different ways in which nonsense can operate, we will have a firmer foundation on which to begin our investigation of Hopelandic, specifically its role on ( ).

Before beginning this survey of nonsense texts, it might be best to become better acquainted with Hopelandic itself, as well as its musical contexts, to see how some of the aforementioned linguistic characteristics manifest themselves in its texts. Perhaps the best place to start would be “Vaka,” the track that acts as ( )’s exposition.

Vaka

Shortly following the click of feedback that sets the album in motion, we hear an electric organ outlining the song’s simple five-bar chord progression. The organ is soon doubled by the piano and both are surrounded by a cloud of manipulated vocal recordings (0:18), which suddenly give the piece a choral aura. Nearly a minute into the song (0:47), a strange high fluttering sound appears, which is simply a sped-up recording of the same atmospheric voices that entered earlier. Eventually, all these voices fade out, leaving only the keyboard instruments and lightening the texture temporarily (1:15) before the entrance of the full band: guitar, bass, and string quartet (1:28) (the only exception being the drums, which make no appearance in “Vaka,” percussionist Orri taking on
the role of organist instead). This moment also marks the first entrance of Jónsi’s vocals—though it is a false start, the singer’s voice soon disappearing behind the band. It is not until a minute later (2:25) that the lead voice makes its proper entrance, accompanied by a halo of otherworldly voices, which quickly fade out, leaving the singer’s voice alone to articulate a string of nonsense syllables:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yu syl-lo, tha-fy} \\
\text{yu sol tha-ly} \\
\text{yu so}^{11}
\end{align*}
\]

This three-line grouping is repeated, before a harmonic change leads to a slight variation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yu sa-fow no} \\
\text{yu sol tha-ly} \\
\text{yu so}
\end{align*}
\]

A final, more lamenting tercet follows, ending on the same two-syllable refrain:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{yu sy so-lo} \\
\text{yu sy so-lo} \\
\text{yu so}
\end{align*}
\]

This three-section nonsense melody is the centerpiece of “Vaka” and occupies the bulk of the song’s body. The text is repeated, the second time (3:35) with a slightly expanded instrumentation and a higher voice adding a counterpoint to the main melody.

After a brief break in the texture (4:32), all of the instruments enter once again in a fuller, louder, and more
resonant flowering than has yet been heard (4:54). Over a foundation of piano, organ, bass, and strings, and ornamented with the twinkling of wind chimes and a corona of the myriad voices that have populated the piece, we hear a counterpoint between two incarnations of Jónsi’s voice. The first, sustaining seemingly endless tones on variations of the syllables “yu lo,” resonates through the space like an alpine horn. The second, more foregrounded voice, sings a two-part phrase, which could be transcribed as “yu sy no lo, ol on ais.” This melody, which is repeated several times at different pitch levels, is in fact a palindrome. The first part of the line, “yu sy no lo,” is heard and then immediately played backwards, reflecting back onto itself. Thus, it is perhaps better to transcribe the syllables as “yu sy no lo — ol on ys uy.” The first half of the phrase is a mirror image of the second half, the two together mirroring the relationship between two opposing parentheses; and thus the melody could be seen as an introduction to ( )’s own bilateral symmetry, acting as both a microcosm and a foreshadowing of the album’s bipartite structure.

The majority of instruments suddenly drop out (5:36) leaving just the piano and the assorted vocal samples, including the palindrome melody. These voices disappear one by one, disassembling the musical fabric until we are left with just a solo piano, playing the same progression with which the organ began the piece. Hearing the same material played with a different timbre (the piano’s sound as opposed to the organ’s sound) produces the contradictory sensations that we have both arrived at the very place from which we began, and that we have undergone a journey and
arrived at someplace new. This opposition between cycle and progression, between linear development and reflective symmetry, pervades the album and is an idea we’ll encounter again and again.

**Phonology**

“Vaka” introduces many concepts that are key to understanding ( ): issues of space and texture, of form and development, and of voice and voices. For this chapter, however, we will focus on what the song can illuminate with regard to Hopelandic and nonsense. The best place to start is at the surface of the “language”: its sounds.

From the transcription above, we can see that “Vaka”’s text consists of a limited number of syllables: yu, fy, ly sy, lo, no, so, sa, and tha. These syllables are assembled from an equally limited number of phonemes, including the consonants y, f, l, s, n, and th and the vowels u, y, o, and a. As the linguist Steven Pinker writes, “an inventory of phonemes is one of the things that gives a language its characteristic sound,” and, indeed, even after a single listening to “Vaka,” Hopelandic’s very distinctive phonology becomes clearly apparent. In “Vaka,” there seems to be only about nine or ten syllables, which are transformed and subtly varied throughout the song.

We can learn from the song’s limited phonemic palette not only about the characteristic sound of Hopelandic, but also how these sounds are organized. All languages have certain rules about how syllables are constructed, including which combinations of sounds are allowed, and which are not. These
rules are equally important to the overall sonic profile of the language as the selection of phonemes in its phonological inventory. Any syllable can be divided into two parts: the onset, which is the consonant or group of consonants at the beginning, and the rime, the vowel and consonants (if any) at the end.\textsuperscript{13} English allows there to be clumps of consonants at both the beginning and ends of syllables, within certain constraints. For example, “str” works at the onset (“strength”), but not the rime (“lastr” isn’t allowed); “rt” works at the rime (“heart”) but not at the onset (“rton” isn’t allowed). In Japanese, on the other hand, an onset can be only a single consonant and the rime must consist of only a vowel (e.g., to use words familiar to most English speakers: “su-do-ku,” “hi-ba-chi,” “o-ri-ga-mi”). Combinations that are not allowed are said to be “phonotactically illegal,” and native speakers internalize these rules at a very young age.

Like English and Japanese, Hopelandic also seems to have specific rules concerning the onset and rime of its syllables. Most of the syllables in “Vaka” begin with a single consonant and end with a vowel (yu, sy, lo, sa). It is understandable that Hopelandic, as a language that is never spoken but only sung, would privilege syllables ending in vowels, as vowels are the sounds that are most easily sung. If we look more closely at the onsets in “Vaka,” we can see that the initiating consonants are all “softer” consonants, that is, there are no hard stops. Stops, or plosives, are consonants that completely block off the airstream for a brief period, building up pressure before eventually releasing a burst of air. This is what happens when we say the English phonemes “t,” “k,” “p,” or their voiced complements “d,” “g,” “b.” Stops are instantaneous vocal
sounds, which cannot be sustained or sung. Instead, “Vaka” uses mostly fricatives (“s,” “f,” and “th”) and approximants (“y,” “l”), sustainable consonants that, like vowels, seem well suited to a sung language.

These are observations, not hard and fast rules, and Hopelandic seems to allow some variations to these general principles. For one, not all of “Vaka”’s syllables end in vowels, on occasion, a syllable will end with an “l,” and sometimes, it sounds like Jónsi closes a syllable on “n” (“yu syl-lo(n) tha-fy”). Ending a sung syllable with an approximant or a nasal (a phoneme in which the air escapes through the nose, like “n” or “m”)—both sounds that can be sustained—could simply be a way to color the syllable, adding a hint of variety. But it actually seems that this is merely the result of a syllabic elision, or what linguists would call “anticipatory coarticulation”: the merging or overlapping of two adjacent syllables. Indeed, with few exceptions, it is only the syllables in the middle of a phrase that end with such consonants. Those that conclude phrases, having nothing to elide to, almost exclusively end in vowels.

Another exception is the stop consonant “t,” which makes a single appearance in “Vaka” in the syllable “tyu” (5:15). Here, the syllable “yu,” which has been sung several times, is ornamented just once with the “t” sound, providing a subtle change in articulation. “t” and “d” seem to be the only stop consonants that Hopelandic allows for such ornamentation; “k,” “g,” “p,” and “b” make no appearance at all on ( ). “t” is never used to abruptly begin a syllable (as in “taco”), but is always preceded or followed by a softer consonant (e.g., “sty,” “tyu”) as if to reinforce Hopelandic’s proclivity for smoother sounds.
These observations regarding “Vaka” also hold true for all the songs on ( ). The vast majority of syllables fit the onset-rime pattern of consonant-vowel, and most songs pull from a very limited syllabic inventory, each using, on average, only about ten to twelve syllables (with some minor ornamentations or transformations). “Njósnavélin” uses only seven syllables, while “E-Bow” uses closer to seventeen. In total, only about thirty distinct syllables appear throughout the entire album, a very small pool when compared to common languages. Japanese has about a hundred possible syllables, while English has over three thousand. This lexical limitation makes sense, however, since Hopelandic has no semantic element to it. A language with nothing to say, whose words have no meaning, certainly doesn’t need very many words. In fact, all the “words” in Hopelandic are synonyms, since they all share the same meaning—that is, no meaning—in which case, Hopelandic decadently has far more words than it needs.

In analyzing the language’s sonic qualities, we have ended up with a fairly clear picture of Hopelandic’s phonology and—if we attribute to each distinct syllable the status of “word”—its lexicon. As for the language’s syntax, prosody, and pragmatics, these are intricately bound to Hopelandic in its musical qualities and contexts, in its manifestation as a sung language. We will take a closer look at how these work in later chapters. Before that, I think it is worth investigating what is perhaps the most complex and illusive aspect of Hopelandic: its semantics (or lack thereof). As promised, a deeper understanding of Hopelandic can be found by looking at the ways in which other nonsense texts communicate.
Echolalia

Perhaps the most elemental—and maybe the most common—use of nonsense is onomatopoeia. In everyday conversation, we often have to step outside of our normal lexicon in order to describe exactly how fast that truck was driving (zoom), exactly how frustrated we were (grrrrr), or what exactly that bird sounded like (poo-tee-weet) by simply imitating the sounds ourselves. Such sounds are so common to language that we can scarcely call them nonsense—very often, they are invoked to communicate meaning ever more clearly. If we are using onomatopoeia to communicate the specific energy, character, or impact of an event, the words are not nonsense at all, but tools working toward greater semantic clarity. Yet, precisely because it is most often used to communicate meaning, onomatopoeia is the best first step into the nonsensical, as it exists in a sort of limbo between sense and nonsense, occupying the middle sliver of the Venn diagram.

The term onomatopoeia is often used to describe those words (“roar,” “chirp,” “tick,” “boom”) that have been assimilated into language, and such words often obey all the rules of the adoptive language. In fact, the Greek roots of the word onomatopoeia literally mean “name-making,” and what is a name but an ordinary noun bound by language’s rules? Sometimes, however, imitative sounds reach beyond the confines of language. Perhaps a better, broader term for such sonic mimesis would be echolalia, literally “echo-speech.” The term is often used to describe the early stages of language acquisition, in which a child
mimics the language of those around her, without yet understanding its meaning. This imitation, which exists beyond language while potentially en route toward it, clearly describes the unresolved relationship between sonic mimesis and language.

One can find some of the most ancient nonsensical writings in the plays of Aristophanes, whose echolalic mimicry of animal sounds appear briefly in *The Frogs* (“Brekk kekk koax koak”) and, more substantially, in *The Birds*:

Hi! Hoopoe! Yoo-hoe!
Hoop-ahoy! Hoop-hip a-hoop-hip-ahoy!
Tio tio tio tio […]
Epopoi
Poi
Popoi
Torotorotorotorotix
Kikkabau kikkabau […]
Da beega steeck!15

For Aristophanes, such nonsense is not merely imitative of avian or amphibian expressions, but is part of a larger satirical jab at Socratic philosophizing. To present Socratic philosophy as nothing more than a stream of nonsensical gibberish, the playwright turns to sonic mimesis, mimicking both the sounds of birds and, more figuratively, the unintelligible utterances of Socrates and his students. But, for a more direct, echolalic form of imitation, we must jump forward to the turbulent milieu of early twentieth-century Europe.
We must therefore eliminate from our language everything it contains in the way of stereo-typed images, faded metaphors; and that means almost everything. […] We make use, instead, of every ugly sound, every expressive cry from the violent life that surrounds us.¹⁶

Filippo Tommaso Marinetti was the central figure of Italian Futurism, an artistic movement that embraced the industrial present with all of its speed, energy, and intensity, and counterintuitively sought to destroy language in order to make a more coherent communication. Their aesthetic, marked by a fetishism for machines, sought an art that lived up to the rapidity of urban life, with the motoric dynamism and masculine energy of aeroplanes at war.

The cornerstone of Marinetti’s poetic strategy, dubbed parole in libertà or “words in freedom,” was its verbal echolalia. Marinetti considered sound the “manifestation of the dynamism of objects” and, like an echolalic child, he wanted to “listen to motors and to reproduce their conversations.”¹⁷ Futurist poetry was a poetry of noise, and the reproduction of noise required rampant use of onomatopoeia (the term Marinetti preferred). For Marinetti, onomatopoeia had greater velocity and was more concrete, more descriptive than common words, a union between form and content.

One section of 1925’s “With Boccioni on the Casina Ridge” features a section consisting entirely of such onomatopoeia, accompanied on the page by imagery set aside in parentheses to provide a key for the reader, a translation of the noises to facilitate a more accurate reading:
creek zing crok zang (Austrian trench below us)
shiaaaaaaaaaa (echoes)
zang zang zing (Italian hoes above us)
crrrrrrrrrr (carts down in the valley)
paplok paplok paplok (horses)
chaak chaak chaak (whips)
Fuffuffuffuffuffuffuffu (train from Arco)\textsuperscript{18}

After outlining the sonic terrain, giving the meaning of each onomatopoetic image, and presenting them individually, the entire scene is heard at once:

\begin{verbatim}
PLUUUMBEOOO peek pak pak pak pam tok tok tok
Shiaaaaaaa chaaaak paplok chaaak poplok
Shiaaaaaaaaaaa crrrrrrrrrrrrr SVVVAM
SVVVAM shiaaaaaaa\textsuperscript{19}
\end{verbatim}

In replacing certain words with onomatopoeia, Marinetti had to let go of semantics to a certain degree. He had no illusions about this, even stating, “we must renounce being understood. It is not necessary to be understood.”\textsuperscript{20} However, a great deal of his poetry remains understandable. Marinetti never completely obliterated common language, but used it alongside—or in service of—his asyntactic and echolalic constructions. However, Fortunato Depero, one of Marinetti’s Futurist colleagues, composed works in which every trace of the common lexicon was omitted, resulting in a purely onomatopoetic expression. “Colori,” a short work of “abstract theatrical synthesis,” is structured like a play for four speakers who speak in nothing but nonsensical utterings:
Depero’s work is written in a “language” he conceived called “onomalingua,” a purely onomatopoetic tongue, which he claimed was the native language of natural forces and man-made machines. In theory, onomalingua made it possible to speak “with the elements of the world, with animals and with machines. Onomalingua is a poetical language of universal understanding, and no translators are needed.” In fact, it is perhaps the best possible example of the echolalic—it takes nonsensical sonic mimesis as a starting point for communicative language. In practice, however, by removing any context for such exclamations, these expressions push the limits of representational nonsense (onomatopoeia), moving toward the realm of nonsense in which vocal sound alone becomes poetic (even musical) material. Depero’s work, while still occupying the central sliver of the aforementioned Venn diagram of sense and nonsense, rubs up against the border, anticipating a more sensual, purely auditive expression.
In her essay “Against Interpretation,” Susan Sontag warns against seeing works of art as a binary between form and content. For her, the idea that a work of art can even have a “content”—that it can be “about” something or have a “meaning”—not only misses the point, but is destructive to art itself. Instead, one should simply appreciate the “sensuous surface” of an artwork, without translating it into a symbol or allegory or milking from it some sort of deeper meaning. She ends the essay with the now famous phrase: “In place of a hermeneutics we need an erotics of art.”

Nonsense can also be purely sensual, not a union between form and content but rather the absence of content in favor of the simple music of phonetic sound. Here we jump from echolalia, the most referential form of nonsense, to the most abstract: purely phonetic constructions. This is an approach we can perhaps refer to as phono-sensuality or the phono-erotic: nonsense texts that are not imitations of machines or birdsong but are simply meant to be appreciated as sonic arrangements. The phono-erotic is entirely superficial, simply concerning itself with the surface-level sounds of the human voice and how its sounds can be organized into patterns, like tiles in a mosaic or themes in a symphony. The phono-erotic is that which attempts to bypass understanding, and return to the voice as play, the voice as empty, unsignifying sound.

As a writer on architecture, Paul Scheerbart is known for the influential 1914 work Glasarchitektur, though he is perhaps even more well known as a fantasy novelist. Included
in his *Ich liebe dich!: Ein Eisenbahnroman* (I Love You!: A Railway Novel) was a nonsensical phonetic poem, opening with the lines:

Kikakoku!
Ekoralaps!

Wîso kollipánda opolôsa.
Ipasatta îh fûo.
Kikakokú proklínthe petêh.
Nikifilí mopá Léxio intipáschi benakáffro — própsa pî! própsa pî! [...]^{24}

Despite Scheerbart’s renown as a writer of fantastical fiction, perhaps the easiest way to understand “Kikakoku!” is through the lens of architecture: it is a *construction*, built from phonetic material. It can be explored, looked at from various angles, and appreciated for its craft. Like most architectural structures, it’s not *about* anything, but simply exists, a work of art meant to appeal to the senses.

Scheerbart is often cited as a precedent for the phonetic experiments of Hugo Ball and the Dada poets. In 1916 at the Cabaret Voltaire, Ball presented six poems that he described as “Verse ohne Worte” (poems without words) or “Lautgedichte” (sound poems), which consisted of phonemes not unlike those found in European languages, but which were playfully recombined into new, nonsensical arrangements:

gadji beri bimba
glandridi lauli lonni cadori
gadjama bim beri glassala
For Ball, however, the *lautgedichte* were not simply playful attempts at creating abstract vocal constructions, but were active negations of language. Reacting against what he considered journalism’s complicity in the violence of World War I, Ball’s program notes for the initial performance explained:

> In these phonetic poems we totally renounce the language that journalism has abused and corrupted. We must return to the innermost alchemy of the word, we must even give up the word, too, to keep for poetry its last and holiest refuge.  

Ball’s *lautgedichte* were part of an abandonment of the language that led to the barbarity of the war, an approach diametrically opposed to that of the Futurists’ proto-fascism. In reducing language to a rubble of phonemes and then building anew, Ball creates expressions that, being purely abstract, could not be co-opted into any larger narrative (nationalist, racist, religious, journalistic, etc.) that could lead to bloodshed. Before leaving Germany for the neutrality of Switzerland, Ball wrote in his diary: “If language really makes us kings of our nation, then without doubt it is we, the poets and thinkers, who are to blame for this blood bath and who have to atone for it.”  

Taken a step further, Ball’s *lautgedichte* are acts of penance, reparations for language’s violent excesses.  

Just a month after the premiere of his *lautgedichte*, Ball composed a Dada manifesto, a text that, only midway
through its proclamations, seems to disintegrate into phonetic vocal play:

Dada is a new tendency in art. [...] Just a word, and the word a movement. Very easy to understand. [...] Dada world war without end, dada revolution without beginning, dada, you friends and also-poets, esteemed sirs, manufacturers, and evangelists. Dada Tzara, dada Huelsenbeck, dada m’dada, dada m’dada dada mhm, dada dera dada, dada Hue, dada Tza.  

One can see a sort of progressive semantic degradation taking place, the word “Dada” slowly changing from proper noun to mere sound effect. It is as if the text itself gets distracted, forgetting its polemical purpose and instead becoming a phono-erotic game, a relishing of the sensuous character of the simple sound “dada.”

The German artist Kurt Schwitters practiced his own idiosyncratic form of Dada, which he called Merz. Schwitters was primarily a collage artist before he composed one of the more substantial works of phonetic poetry, the Sonate in Urlauten (Sonata in Primitive and Original Sounds) or the Ursonate. Written over the course of ten years (1922–32), the Ursonate is a massive four-movement work, which borrows its form and techniques from the realm of absolute music.

“Absolute music,” such as the symphonies of Brahms or the string quartets of Beethoven, is non-representational music that has no external narrative or reference. The term was coined in the nineteenth century, in opposition to the idea of “program music,” or music that explicitly expresses a non-musical idea (e.g., music meant to tell a story, express an
Absolute music is entirely self-contained, using musical material itself as its subject matter. Thus, the *Ursonate*'s four-movement structure is adopted from standard classical sonata forms: an opening rondo with four main themes, a slow second movement, a light-hearted dance, and a quick-paced finale with an improvised cadenza. Schwitters’ score includes musical directions, including tempo, dynamics, meter, even pitch contours. In addition, the piece has “themes,” which are “developed,” approximating the techniques of the classical sonata by continuously varying material through a variety of procedures, including additive/subtractive processes, permutation, and substitution [Fig. 1].

Figure 1  Excerpt from Kurt Schwitters, *Ursonate*, from: *Das literarische Werk*, ed. by Friedhelm Lach, vol. 1 Lyrik © 1973 DuMont Buchverlag, Köln and Kurt und Ernst Schwitters Stiftung, Hannover.
With the *Ursonate*, we get a work that is perhaps as close as one can get to the purely phono-erotic: using nothing more than phonetic material, it refers to nothing but its own internally consistent structure, that is, nothing but itself.

Schwitters recorded a reading of the *Ursonate*, the full performance of the piece requiring nearly forty minutes. An evocative sonic artifact itself, the recording was sampled by Brian Eno for “Kurt’s Rejoinder” from 1977’s *Before and After Science*. It was perhaps Eno who introduced Talking Heads to Hugo Ball’s work while producing *Fear of Music*, an album whose opening track, “I Zimbra,” features a jubilantly rhythmic adaptation of “Gadji Beri Bimba.” David Byrne and company undoubtedly seized on both the poem’s implicit rhythm, as well as its asemanticity. Lacking any extra-musical reference, the text becomes one-dimensional, disappearing into the texture, the percussive voices just another thread in the dense rhythmic fabric.

There is something else at work in “I Zimbra,” however: an evocation of otherness. The words could just as easily be a text in a foreign tongue, and, with the multi-layered percussive texture deliberately referencing West African drumming, it is likely many listeners interpret the text as just that. This effect is at the center of our next nonsense strategy.

**Xenoglossia**

Just a few months before the premiere of Ball’s *lautgedichte* at the Cabaret Voltaire, the same venue hosted a series of
“Negro Nights” at which the Dada poets Richard Huelsenbeck and Tristan Tzara presented a more exoticist form of poetry. Partly ethnographic and wholly racist, their _chants nègres_ ("negro songs") were designed to imitate the rhythms and patterns of West African songs, doing so by mixing nonsensical mimicry with fragments of authentic African verses. Tzara’s _chants nègres_ often combined pseudo-African sounds with German “translations,” as in his “Gesang beim Bauen” (Building Song):

```
a ee ea ee ea ee ee, ea ee, eaee, a ee
ea ee ee, ea ee,
ea, ee ee, ea ee ee,
Stangen des Hofes wir bauen für den Häuptling
wir bauen für den Häuptling
```

Those with the desire to evoke the otherness of an outside culture, whether real, fictionalized, or a mixture of the two, often turn to nonsensical utterings. This is nonsense as exoticism, or nonsense as other, part of a strategy called _xenoglossia_ (“strange” or “foreign” language). Xenoglossia is invoked to create a sense of foreignness in a text, to give a text an alien nature by creating a deliberate break in intelligibility. As distinct from sensical xenoglossia, a text in an existing language one doesn’t understand (e.g., Welsh or Azerbaijani), nonsensical xenoglossia guarantees otherness by creating a text that no audience could comprehend.

In its more offensive manifestations, including the Dadaist example above, xenoglossia can consist simply of linguistic mimicry. A well-known instance from popular music would be David Seville’s 1958 song “Witch Doctor,” in which a
love-struck young man turns to the titular witch doctor (a stock character of the “magical negro” variety), whose incantation provides the solution to his unrequited affection (you’ve surely heard this phrase, which begins with some “ooh”s, “bee”s, and “ah”s before naming a city in Washington and concluding with “bing bang”). In this case, a language, presumably African, is imitated, lending a foreign air to the refrain so as to emphasize its magical properties. The nonsensical recitation is sung by a high-pitched, proto-Alvin voice (“Seville” was the pseudonym of Ross Bagdasarian, Sr., who would go on to release “The Chipmunk Song” later that year), thereby reinforcing the witch doctor’s alienness.

In most instances, however, the xenoglossic is not a mere imitation of existing languages, but is a simulation of an entirely new fictive language. Perhaps the earliest such example would be the language spoken by the residents of Utopia in Thomas More’s sixteenth-century book of the same name. The book, which describes the social structure of a fictional country in the New World, contains an addendum in which More includes Utopia’s alphabetic characters as well as a sample quatrain, transliterated into the Latin alphabet:

Vtopos ha Boccas peula chama polta chamaan
Bargol he maglomi baccan foma gymnosophaon
Agrama gymnosophon labarem bacha bodamilomin
Voluala barchin heman la lauoluola dramme pagloni.³⁶

The poem, pretending to be an example of a Utopian cultural artifact, adds depth and dimension to More’s account, giving a greater impression of authenticity. Admittedly, since More
provides a full translation, the sample is not quite nonsensical, but leans closer to that mainstay of science fiction, the artistic language or “artlang.”

Writers of science fiction have been creating artlangs since More’s time, but the practice was used with increasing frequency in the twentieth century. The most well-known examples, of course, are the family of Elvish languages from J. R. R. Tolkien’s *Lord of the Rings* series. Tolkien had worked at artificial language creation for most of his life, referring to his hobby as “glossopoeia” or “language-creation.” His languages are the furthest thing from nonsense, having fully functioning syntax, extensive lexica, and elaborate philologies, setting the template for innumerable subsequent artlangs, such as Dothraki, Na’vi, and Klingon.

We can differentiate between a glossopoetic artlang and nonsensical xenoglossia by the simple fact that artlangs strive to be usable languages, while xenoglossia is simply nonsense meant to give the impression of an alien language. (Klingon, perhaps the most infamous artlang, was originally a form of xenoglossic gibberish before it was developed into a functioning semantic language for the third *Star Trek* film in 1984.) This distinction does not delegitimize or lessen xenoglossia, since omitting usability and semanticity from a xenoglossic tongue has its own significant effects.

Perhaps the most substantial musical xenogloss can be found in the work of the French progressive rock band Magma. Formed in the late sixties by drummer Christian Vander, Magma have released ten concept albums (and counting), all of which contribute to the expansive science-fictional narrative of the planet Kobaïa and its conflict with
Earth. Each of these albums is sung in the non-semantic Kobaïan tongue.

In Magma’s futuristic mythos, a small group of exiles leave earth and settle on the distant Kobaïa, establishing a technologically and morally advanced society based around harmony, magic, and love. Years later, Kobaïan missionaries are sent to share their wisdom with Earth, which, by that point, is a viscous, chaotic dystopia. When the Kobaïan delegation is violently expelled, they reflect all of Earth’s hatred back upon itself with a celestial weapon. This leads to the Theusz Hamtaahk (Time of Hatred), which is only ended when the messianic Nebehr Gudahtt leads his fellow earthlings to a spirito-celestial enlightenment, based on Kobaïan teachings.  

What is, up to this point, standard concept-album fare, diverges with the introduction of the linguistic element. While Magma’s albums sustain the narrative with elaborate programmatic suites, the sung Kobaïan texts are themselves meaningless, combining echolalic phonosymbolism with phono-erotic elements to create vast expanses of nonsense which contribute to the atmosphere of alienness:

Iss da Zëss eusfeuhl dët nünd
Íš dëh rawëhn dëh štünditt
Ék da éhrdzort fuh osk düts euht weuhrdrešt
Dün dëh bündëhr wortsiš gläö
Dün dëh Wahrgenuhr Reugéhlémêstëh [. . .]

Ätüh! Ätüh! Ätüh! Ätüh
Wi wï üss üss wï wï
Wi wï wï üss
üü üüüü üü üüüü

37
The proliferation of umlauts, carons, and other diacritics in Kobaïan contribute to the language’s exoticism, as such markings—at least for francophone or anglophone audiences—can create a sense of otherness, evoking the orthography of Slavic languages, while the phonetic constructions resemble German. This itself is not unlike the xenoglossic mimicry demonstrated by Tzara and Huelsenbeck (much of Magma’s music is percussive and militaristic, so the suggestion of German phonemes is likely an intentional appeal to certain historo-cultural connotations).

The excerpt above, from the first track of Magma’s 1973 album Mëkanik Dëstruktïw Kömmandôh, moves from varied expressions which suggest full grammatical sentences (“Iss da Zëss eusfeuhl dêt nünd”) to more repetitive, Schwitters-esque exclamations (“Wi wi wi üss/üü üüüü üü üüüü”). The text is designed not to tell a story—that role has been delegated to the music itself. Instead, it exists simply to resonate with the music, supporting it in the creation of a singular, focused, and consistent expression.

Such xenoglossia is successful because, in the words of Michel de Certeau, “This fiction of language does not cease to be taken for a language and treated as such. It is ceaselessly obliged ‘to mean’ something. It excites an unwearying impulse to decrypt and to decipher that always supposes a meaningful organization behind the sequence of sounds.” 40 Create an alien tongue and present it as such, and listeners will assume the presence of meaning even in its absence. We are accustomed to hearing people speak in unfamiliar languages, and we take it for granted that such expressions carry meaning. 41 Nearly every vocal utterance we encounter, even
extra-linguistic ones, is a sign of some sort. It takes extra effort on the part of the interpreter *not* to interpret.

**Glossolalia**

In his novel *The Ticket That Exploded*, William S. Burroughs paints an image of language as an extra-terrestrial virus:

The “Other Half” is the word. The “Other Half” is an organism. Word is an organism. The presence of the “Other Half” a separate organism attached to your nervous system on an air line of words can now be demonstrated experimentally. One of the most common “hallucinations” of subjects during sense withdrawal is the feeling of another body sprawled through the subject’s body at an angle … yes quite an angle it is the “Other Half” worked quite some years on a symbiotic basis. From symbiosis to parasitism is a short step. The word is now a virus.42

While part of a larger critique of language as a means of social control, Burroughs’ conception of language as an external force speaking through humanity brings us to another variety of nonsense called *glossolalia*. The term glossolalia is most often used with regard to religious contexts, in which a subject, often in a trance state, speaks in a language they themselves do not understand. This can be an existing human language (as in the story of the early Christian apostles at Pentecost43) or a divine, spiritual language. Like Burroughs “Other Half” speaking through its
human subjects, in religious glossolalia, the subject is often “taken hold” of, as if an external, divine being is speaking through them, using them as an instrument or speech organ.

Like xenoglossia, glossolalias often have literal, semantic translations, or are at least purported to by some glossolalists. These can be rendered by the subjects themselves, or some third party (a medium or shaman) who is familiar with the spiritual tongue. In this regard, glossolalia is a subcategory of xenoglossia: an alien tongue, which may or may not be translatable into a common human language.

O kwena kana maSe kana maSina ina kwena Sanana kanana o kwina kama naSina naSena ina kwena Simine nana o kwena kana maSina ina swina kanama [...].

These are the glossolalic utterings of a Pentecostal charismatic, who would no doubt claim that such expressions were the result of being swept up by the Holy Spirit, taken hold of by an external, divine force. But glossolalia is not simply the domain of the alien or the divine, who use humans as vocal puppets, but can also be the result of the subject being taken hold of by something else: an extreme emotion or enthusiastic affect, whose intensity produces the uncontainable will to express, but whose ineffability prevents the expression from having any coherence. Christian Morgenstern referred to his “Das Grosse Lalulā,” one of the most famous early examples of nonsense poetry, as a “phonetic rhapsody” resulting from a moment of “youthful Uebermut” (high spirits):

Kroklokwafzi? [...] 
Simarar kos malzipempu
What is especially noteworthy about Morgenstern’s *uebermutische* expression is that punctuation is invoked as well as phonetics. In fact, the line that begins “Siri Suri Sei” ends with a pair of brackets surrounding an empty space, as if referring to an ineffability that not even spontaneous nonsense could express.

While, for Burroughs, language itself was an alien parasite *always* in control of its human hosts, for the French philosopher Jean-Jacques Lecercle, it is specifically during states of glossolalia—or *délire*, as he calls it—that language takes control:

[Language can] increase its power: it ceases to be controlled by the subject but on the contrary rules over him. Instead of truth we have fiction; instead of sense, nonsense or absurdity; instead of abstraction, desire. […] Language is both “liberated” (from the systematic rules of its structure: a doubtful benefit) and dominant (it imposes its workings on the subject, who loses mastery).  

Glossolalia can be the result of an alien, spiritual, emotional, or even pathological possession, but, in each case, it is still a fundamentally linguistic expression. The binds of syntax and meaning are loosened so that language itself, its essence (whatever that might be) can flow freely from the subject.
Vocalise

Nonsensical expressions are perhaps even more prevalent in musical settings than textual ones. Very often, the voice is treated simply as a melodic medium, bypassing the linguistic or the semantic entirely. We can call this type of expression *vocalise*, a term that originated in the nineteenth-century classical music tradition to refer to pedagogical vocal pieces for which no text was provided. But we’ll expand the term to refer to all untexted musical vocalizations.

Vocalise singing has likely been a part of music for as long as music has existed, and is present in an abundance of musical traditions. There seem to be three general approaches to vocalise. The first is to sing a melody on a single continuous sound, usually a vowel (“ah” or “oh”) or sometimes with the mouth closed (humming or “bocca chiusa”). These are the techniques often used in the aforementioned classical etudes, as well as in concert vocalises such as Rachmaninoff’s appropriately titled “Vocalise” (1912).

The second approach is to use syllables that refer to the structure of the music itself. This most often consists of the singing of solfège syllables (“do, re, mi”), which refer to the individual pitches that make up the melody. As a pedagogical tool, solfège is often used in vocal etudes, but it has also been adapted into several other practices. In American sacred harp singing, it is customary for pieces to be sung through in solfège once before singing the written texts. Indian classical music also often features the singing of sargam syllables, which refer to individual pitches, as in the Khyal and Dhrupad genres.
Indian classical music also employs purely nonsensical syllables, which do not refer to anything structural about the music itself, but instead are completely without meaning. In the Tarana style, these are called śuṣk-akṣaras, but as a common feature of many vocal traditions they are simply called “vocables,” and make up the third approach to vocalise. Vocables can be found in older traditions, like Scottish puirt-à-beul music, but are perhaps most familiar from African American styles such as jazz or doo-wop. Scat singers in jazz use vocables to articulate melodies that are spontaneously improvised, and therefore have no text. Doo-wop, a genre that is named for its use of nonsense syllables, developed from a vocal harmony tradition in which backup singers alternated between sustained vowels and vocables, providing the harmonic backdrop to the lead singer’s melodies.

With vocables, vocalise begins to overlap or drift into other varieties of nonsense. There are the more glossolalic vocables found in certain sacred music traditions, such as the Nigunim of Ashkenazi Judaism (“ya-ba-bam” or “tiri-rai-dai-da”) or Navajo Yeibichai songs (“óhohoho héhehe”). In African American music, vocables are often an echolalic imitation of other instruments, either literally (a beat-boxer imitating a drum machine) or more figuratively (doo-wop backup singers acting as an “instrumental” backdrop without necessarily referencing specific instruments).

The various approaches to nonsense outlined above are not absolutely distinct from one another, but overlapping strategies with porous borders. With vocalise, it is especially easy to see such overlap, as in the previous examples. However, I do not want to create the impression that vocalise
is merely sung nonsense. There is a specific mechanism at work in vocalise that is important to point out, and this is precisely the opposite of what is at work in the phono-erotic. If phono-eroticism is the foregrounding of the voice, the reduction of everything peripheral to vocal sound so that the sounds themselves become the central focus, vocalise is the inverse, the dissolution and abstraction of the voice into a purely melodic medium. Vocalise is the result of the foregrounding of the musical (melody, harmony, etc.) at the expense of the materially vocal. The voice becomes simply the vehicle through which music happens. In purely phono-erotic pieces like the Ursonate, the individual vocal sounds are a necessary part of the work’s structure, and it is these sounds that are repeated, cycled through, and permuted. In pure vocalise, the vocal sounds themselves are arbitrary, what are important are the musical gestures they are used to outline. A work of vocalise is equally valid when sung on the vowel “ah” or the vowel “oh” or the syllables “ooh-shooby-doo-wah.” Both operate much like absolute music in that they limit their content to a single dimension, they simply differ on what that dimension is: the vocal artifact (phono-erotic) or the musical gesture (vocalise).

That is not to say that the phono-erotic and vocalise are mutually exclusive, as it is possible to employ both techniques simultaneously. The best example is perhaps found in the work of the scat artist Shooby Taylor. Taylor, often appreciated as an “outsider” musician whose work exemplifies the best aspects of camp, referred to himself as the “human horn” and made his reputation through vocal abstractions consisting of consonant-rich “shyllables”:
Feedilee-oat’n dwee-bee
Poppy-poppy dah-shrah
Pwee-dot, dwee-dot
Shleh-do-vey-diddle-ee-doo-zah
Shala-rah, sada-EEE, sidily-blobby
Pee-pah

Such phonetic constructions can be appreciated simply as phono-erotic poetry, but when sung they occupy the contradictory qualities of being densely, phonetically concrete and musically abstract.

Rarely does a nonsensical expression fit nicely into one category or another. There is lots of overlap, cross-pollination, and ambiguity to be found in such works. In fact, the strategies outlined above could be seen as approaches to language in general, both sensical and nonsensical. While I have focused on the non-semantic, there can be semantic xenoglossia (Elvish, Russian, or Cherokee, to most anglophones), semantic glossolalia (as in the Pentecost story), semantic echolalia (onomatopoeia), semantic phono-eroticism (tongue-twisters, like “Peter Piper”), even semantic vocalise (works in which a semantic text is present but is actively backgrounded at the expense of melodic constructions).

(The Invitation . . .

There is a long tradition of nonsensical or non-semantic texts both in poetry and music, and the survey above barely scratches the surface. For every “Iss da Zëss eusfeuhl dét
nűnd,” there are a hundred other “Gitchi gitchi yah yah”s; for every “sidily-blobby pee-pah,” a thousand “Goo goo goo joob”s or “zigazig-ha”s. So, when Sigur Rós release a whole album sung in gibberish, they don’t do so in a vacuum, but are part of a tradition as old as (and likely older than) language itself.

While ( ) doesn’t exist in a vacuum, it does present itself as a vacuum. The blank lyric booklet, the lack of a title, the meaningless sung texts all contribute to a strong sense of emptiness, or, more specifically, incompleteness. This is where Sigur Rós’s aesthetic diverges from so many of the examples outlined above: in the presentation of the album as a collaborative work that has been left unfinished, with the implicit understanding that it is up to the listener to complete it. ( ) is thus an invitation to listeners, an opportunity to create something visible in the place of a band that have rendered themselves invisible.

This faith in their audience’s unrestrained interpretation has continued to be a part of the band’s approach since ( ), perhaps the most obvious example being 2012’s Valtari Mystery Film Experiment. For this project, Sigur Rós commissioned fourteen filmmakers to make videos for songs from the recently released Valtari album, with no creative restrictions or oversight from the band. Sigur Rós’s statement with regard to the film experiment could equally apply to their intention with ( ): “We never meant our music to come with a pre-programmed emotional response. We don’t want to tell anyone how to feel and what to take from it.” The band’s strategy is to create ambiguity and let listeners extract clarity, to crowdsourc...
a fitting example of what the semiotician Umberto Eco calls the “open work.”

For Eco, most works of art are susceptible to the particular subjectivities of their audiences, each individual of which “is bound to supply his own existential credentials, the sense conditioning which is peculiarly his own, a defined culture, a set of tastes, personal inclinations, and prejudices.”\(^{55}\) The overall perception and understanding of the work is therefore always shaped by these individual perspectives. Such artworks Eco called “open works,” as they are only completed by the performer—for Eco, every reading, listening, or consumption of a work amounts to a type of private performance, thus the reader/listener/consumer is a kind of performer—when they experience or contemplate the work.

There are, however, certain works that extend the hermeneutic possibilities to much greater extremes. These Eco referred to as works in movement. Works in movement, like ( ), are presented as incomplete collaborations, pieces given to the performer “like the components of a construction kit.”\(^{56}\) Eco’s examples include the aleatoric compositions of post-war European composers, like Luciano Berio, Pierre Boulez, and Henri Pousseur. Pousseur’s electronic piece *Scambi* (1954) consists of sixteen sections, which can be organized into a variety of different sequences or superimpositions, thereby existing more as a “field of possibilities” than a musical composition.\(^{57}\) The score to Boulez’s Third Piano Sonata (1957) contains sections bracketed off with parentheses, which the performer (literally, in this case, the pianist) is free to play or omit. Such freedom and openness was taken to even greater
extremes by American experimental composers. Earle Brown’s *December 1952* consists simply of an abstract assortment of lines, for which the performer is given no instructions or restrictions with regard to interpretation, while John Cage’s silent piece 4′33″ (1952) asks that the performers simply sit quietly and listen. All of these *works in movement* are deliberately left unfinished, manifesting themselves in completed form only in performance—and, even then, each performance represents only one of several possible manifestations. Like Alexander Calder’s kinetic mobiles, the *work in movement* is never static, but perpetually subject to change.

While such works allow for myriad interpretational or performative possibilities, none of them is without some organizing structure, quality, or point of view that is internally consistent and that shapes the audience’s experience.

[We] can say that the *work in movement* is the possibility of numerous different personal interventions, but it is not an amorphous invitation to indiscriminate participation. The invitation offers the performer the chance of an oriented insertion into something which always remains the world intended by the author. 58

Every performance of Cage’s 4′33″ will be different, but they will all share certain defining characteristics that allow us to recognize each of them as a performance of this particular piece (e.g., 4:33 duration, silence). No matter how we interpret, perform, or complete ( ), we are engaging with the album within the parameters it establishes. Sigur Rós may have created a world in which they are invisible, but it is still
their world, and every interpretation of the album exists within certain confines. Perhaps this is what the titular parentheses represent, an enclosed space inside which any interpretation is possible, but which is nonetheless enclosed. The specific confines in ( )’s case include the music’s various features (tempo, dynamics, harmony, form), Jónsi’s vocal melodies, the Hopelandic lyrics, and the album art. Therefore, the listeners’ interpretational freedom is limited to the connotations and responses that can be provoked by such material. As, in this chapter, we have concerned ourselves with nonsense in general and Hopelandic in particular, it is worth returning to the various nonsensical strategies outlined above to get a better understanding of how exactly Hopelandic is operating on ( ), and what sorts of hermeneutic confines it establishes.

**Hopelandic**

As even the earlier examples of nonsense do not fit neatly in their own boxes—Ball’s phonetic *lautgedichte* are phono-erotic but mystically incantatory, Kobaïan is a quasi-onomatopoetic xenogloss, Taylor spotlights the voice while effacing it—it should come as no surprise that Hopelandic cannot be said to be simply a manifestation of a single variety of nonsense. However, unlike so many other examples, Hopelandic seems to actively evade categorization through a series of contradictions that make such classification impossible.

Hopelandic operates much like a language in that it has a consistent phonology, with certain rules as to which
consonant/vowel combinations are permitted. While the very small inventory of phonemes used on the album would lead inevitably to repetition of certain syllable combinations, particular combinations are given special prominence. The “yu syl-lo” and “yu-so” that are so prevalent in “Vaka” make up almost the entirety of “Njósnavélin.” In the syllabically diverse “E-Bow,” nearly every phrase begins with some variation of “yu so,” while in “Dauðalagið” “yu sy” is emphasized. While there are around thirty distinct syllables heard on the album, a small handful are particularly pronounced, pervading its phrases. This fact alone creates a contradiction: the consistent syllabic groupings suggest a type of phono-eroticism, an internal coherency of syllables that reflect onto themselves, varying with successive phrases like a Schwitters-esque construction (e.g., the repetition of certain phrases in “Vaka”). After listening to a song, it is often easier to recall the syllabic combinations than it is to recall the melodies they were used to articulate, demonstrating the ability of Hopelandic to set itself apart from the music, something vocalises often—by design—fail to do. At the same time, this emphasis on a small handful of syllables has a way of obfuscating the texts. After one hears the expression “yu sy” repeated over and over again, the syllables themselves seem to lose importance, dissolving away and leaving only the melody. Repeating the same group of syllables on subsequent songs adds to this effect: if the melodies differ but the syllables remain consistent, the syllables become increasingly unimportant. The sound of the strings, organ, and other instruments do not deviate from song to song, so, by extending this timbral consistency to the voice, it is
reduced to being merely another instrument. The emphasis is therefore on the melodies and not on the vocal sounds, thus leaning more toward the domain of vocalise. The vocalise technique also seems to be consistent with the band’s aesthetic of invisibility: abstracting away the content, and simply providing non-semantic musical material. And yet the more phonetically rich expressions of songs like “E-Bow” (“Yu lee weil no fy leh fer dow/Yu no wa no fa lo”) seem to push against the boundaries of vocalise, edging more and more closely to the phono-erotic.

Other tensions exist. The name “Hopelandic” itself implies a xenogloss, evoking a strong sense of otherness like that which was present in the first recording of “Von”: the voice in the distance, the voice from somewhere else, the voice that one cannot understand. However tongue-in-cheek the name’s original intent may have been, it cannot help but connote a sense of alienness. This angle, much to the band’s chagrin, has been particularly emphasized in the press. So many articles about Sigur Rós superficially drop in little factoids—that the band are from Iceland (where people believe in fairies!), that they sing in a nonsensical language, etc.—all of which conspire to paint the band as some sort of Barnum-esque oddity. The idea of Hopelandic as xenoglossia—more as exoticism than as foreign language—is embedded in its presentation. And yet, with such consistent phonology and rules of phonotacticity, the conception of Hopelandic as a foreign tongue is quite believable, perhaps even more so than Kobaïan, whose myriad expressions disallow any such analysis.

The sense of otherness evoked by Hopelandic is inextricably tied to the atmosphere created by Sigur Rós’s
music. Even when compared to other Icelandic or post-rock bands, Sigur Rós’s music is immediately identifiable. The delicate naïveté and grandiose climaxes, the incredible sense of space, the strange timbres of Jónsi’s bowed guitar, all contribute to a distinct sound, which is often said to evoke the landscapes of the band’s native Iceland. While this idea will be addressed further in the third chapter, it is worth considering here in the sense that such sonic mimesis is a musical extension of the echolalic. If Sigur Rós’s music programmatically recalls the resonant spaces or unique landscapes of their homeland, how complicit is Hopelandic in such evocations? Is the language somehow an indirect manifestation of the sounds of Iceland (an “other” country that most of the band’s fans have never visited)? If so, then Hopelandic manages to tread a line between xenoglossia and echolalia: sounds that mimic an alien space, an otherworldly tongue aurally mimicking the qualities of the world from which it originates.

Perhaps the most interesting way to consider Hopelandic is as glossolalia. Certainly, there is no reason to assume that Sigur Rós’s vocal expressions are the result of extraterrestrial or divine ventriloquy, but the second sense—of language running freely through the subject as a result of spontaneous *Uebermut*—could certainly apply. Hopelandic expressions are not written in stone, but vary slightly from performance to performance (the phrases on () differ from those on other recordings or in live settings), meaning there is a slight improvisatory nature to the texts. Sigur Rós have stated in the past that Hopelandic simply consists of the wordless vocalizations that singers improvise while composing, and
could not the unrehearsed outpouring of linguistic material in song be seen as a type of glossolalic expression?

The similarities to religious glossolalia do not disappear with the absence of the divine element. Several well-known studies of religious glossolalia have discovered certain characteristics that remain consistent across cultural divides. Felicitas Goodman has noted that, while most glossolalic expressions share some characteristics with the glossolalists’ mother tongues, there are certain qualities that distinguish them from ordinary language and extend across linguistic boundaries. Goodman notes that glossolalic utterances often feature the following characteristics: they begin with a single consonant, but rarely end with consonants; they have stress patterns not unlike the standard trochaic rhythm (stress-unstressed); they consist of phrases of equal duration (“especially if the pauses are also considered, as one would in music”) with an intonation pattern that begins in the middle range, ascends to a peak, and slopes back down; they are non-communicative; and they contain little internal variation. 60

With the exception of the trochaic rhythm (since the rhythm of a Hopelandic phrase is determined by the melody it outlines, which could fit a variety of meters), Hopelandic expressions meet all these criteria. The syllables, as demonstrated earlier, nearly always consist of simply a single consonant followed by a vowel. The phrases are frequently of equal length, a feature that is particularly easy to measure in musical contexts. In each of the tercets from “Vaka” transcribed above, the first two lines last for two bars, while the third lasts for only one, and similar durational symmetry can be found in nearly every song on ( ). Finally,
Hopelandic’s intonation pattern (also easily noticed in a musical setting) aligns strikingly with that of Goodman’s glossolalia. Most of Jónsi’s sung phrases fit this general contour, starting in the middle range, rising to a higher peak, before descending. And, of course, Hopelandic is non-communicative and is fairly phonetically limited. By these criteria, Hopelandic is nearly indistinguishable from the religious glossolalia found in cultures around the world.

For Goodman, such cross-cultural similarities demonstrate that glossolalia is the vocal artifact of a trance state, a neurophysiological condition driven by the “brain centers responsible [for] vocalization.”61 This seems to be almost a paraphrase of Lecercle’s description of délie, of language itself taking over the subject. While Hopelandic may not be the result of divine intervention, it could be the result of Sigur Rós tapping into the cognitive sources of language itself, and letting the primal linguistic impulses run freely.

... and the Disruption)

Whether we think of Hopelandic as a quasi-echolalic xenogloss with phono-erotic tendencies or a glossolalic vocalise producing nonsense from the innermost roots of language, it is clear that all these elements are at work on ( ) in one way or another, and, therefore, all have an impact on the listener and the way in which the listener approaches the album. We can hear it as a foreign tongue articulating things we simply cannot understand, as a dissolution of the voice into pure melody, or as an enthusiastic articulation of
ineffability—like Morgenstern’s “[ ]!” which so closely mirrors the album’s title—an expression of the very inexpressibility of whatever it is we find inspiring.

Sigur Rós’s invitation to listeners is for language—in this particular case, Hopelandic—to be anything they want it to be. In this respect, Hopelandic is welcoming, even celebratory, an expression of possibility. However, beneath the surface lies a contradictory undercurrent, an impossibility. Hopelandic forces language to deny itself, to refuse its nature. It disrupts the fundamental workings of language. The rejection of common language is a denial of comprehension—of meaning itself—an inescapably disruptive act.

Embedded in the invitation to listeners to make ( ) whatever they want, there is an implicit impossibility: if ( ) can be anything, it is, by definition, nothing. The album is left incomplete, but it cannot be completed. Hopelandic actively resists signification, and as a result, the space between the parentheses cannot ever be filled. As Eco writes, “We can say that every performance offers us a complete and satisfying version of the work, but at the same time makes it incomplete for us, because it cannot simultaneously give all the other artistic solutions which the work may admit.” In the end, all that we are left with is the excess of non-semanticity, the concrete material of Hopelandic itself: voice and melody.

Notes

1. “All Alright” from Með suð í eyrum við spilum endalaust (2008) is the band’s first and, as of this writing, only song to be sung in
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30. Admittedly, there is a mantric quality to this recitation as well, and, indeed, Ball had a mystical or thaumaturgical side to his intentions for the *lautgedichte*. For more on this aspect, see McCaffery, 2012.
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Thomas More quoted in Rasula and McCaffery, 137.


38. “Glau, for instance, means blood and should convey the implication of some thick, glutinous liquid.” Ibid. Vander has provided translations of a few sporadic terms, but no complete texts have been translated.
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41. In fact, as Steve McCaffery posits in *Darkness of the Present* (18), there is little functional difference between asemantic nonsense
and an authentic xenogloss. Both are equally effective in creating a sense of otherness in which meaning is unavailable.


44. “For to one is given by the Spirit […] divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation of tongues”—1 Corinthians 12.8–10.

45. Glossolalia of a Pentecostal charismatic, transcribed by André Roch-Lecours, quoted in Certeau.
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seem to evaporate in the presence of the foregrounded melodic material.
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58. Ibid., 19.
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Voice

Speak useful words or say nothing.
— Hávamál

As you are reading this book, you are hearing a voice. A quiet—in fact, inaudible—internal voice that reproduces for you the sounds that are denoted by these letters. It is often taken for granted that writing is a medium through which ideas—meanings—are transcribed, though this is not at all true. In writing, only sounds are transcribed.¹ A book is nothing more than a score, an organization of sounds in succession, which represent a series of noises that, only when assembled and uttered by an (audible or inaudible) voice, finally produces a meaning. Meaning cannot be communicated without a voice, and, just as sound cannot travel from my mouth to your ear but through the medium of air, meaning cannot travel from speaker to listener but through the medium of voice.

Voice and Meaning

Our hearing is evolutionarily tuned to voices, privileging the voice over other sounds. It is far more sensitive to the
subtleties and frequencies of the human voice than to the intricacies of bird calls, rustling leaves, lawn mowers, or any other sounds. This is in large part due to the (near) inextricability with which voice and meaning are connected. Voice is the only sound by which meaning is communicated; therefore, in the words of the Slovene psychoanalytic theorist Mladen Dolar, “what singles out the voice against the vast ocean of sounds and noises […] is its inner relationship with meaning. The voice is something which points toward meaning, it is as if there is an arrow in it which raises the expectation of meaning, the voice is an opening toward meaning.”

However, as Dolar points out, while the voice is the material through which meaning passes, it is itself subsumed by meaning. “It makes the utterance possible, but it disappears in it, it goes up in smoke in the meaning being produced.” When we listen to someone speak, while we may be aware of the qualities of their voice at first, that voice quickly disappears—or, for Dolar, “transubstantiates”—into meaning, and our attention is transfixed onto the semantic as we ignore the vocal.

But, in any expression, there is an excess, a residue that cuts through meaning, making the voice itself known. This happens through a variety of means. We hear it in physiological interruptions such as when a voice cracks or breaks, in poetic devices such as alliteration or rhyme, in vocal intonation and prosody, in accents, and in timbre, that quality that differentiates one individual’s voice from another’s.

Nonsensical utterances, like Hopelandic, explode out this excess. Just as meaning requires voice, so does nonsense,
even more so. Nonsense is not simply any sound that lacks semantic meaning—if it were, everything from bird calls to lawn mowers to silence could be considered nonsense. Instead, nonsense is a specifically vocal utterance that performs a subtractive operation: it removes meaning from voice, foregrounding the residue, turning excess into entirety. As a result, nonsense can be said to be looking backward, trying to bring the voice back to a time before meaning and signification.

**Let me Hear your Body Talk**

Such a state figures prominently in the work of the psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva, as does the dialectical tension between voice and meaning. For Kristeva, language consists of two elements that exist in opposition to one another: the symbolic and the semiotic. The symbolic is the realm of denotative meaning. It is the sphere in which syntax and grammar provide structure, and in which a logical system of signs (words) attempt to represent specific concepts and ideas with clarity and objectivity. The semiotic, on the other hand, is the realm of the instinctual drives, which manifest themselves in language through rhythm, intonation, timbre, and other sonic characteristics. Thus, the excess of voice we spoke about earlier would, for Kristeva, be the semiotic discharging itself into the symbolic.

These two modes are always at work in any utterance by a speaking subject, though, depending on the type of discourse, one element may be more present than the other. Kristeva
gives the example of scientific language as one that attempts “to reduce as much as possible the semiotic component,” while poetic language (particularly the work of modernist poets such as Mallarmé and Joyce) is dominated by the semiotic. As the semiotic is the verbal manifestation of bodily drives, a voice completely lacking in this element would perhaps sound not unlike the HAL 9000 from *2001: A Space Odyssey* or the narrator of Radiohead’s “Fitter Happier.” Such voices have an *uncanny* aspect to them, a familiar alienness; they display a mastery over syntax and grammar, but lack the somatic element that would make them seem “human.” In each case, the voices are literally and essentially disembodied, lacking the energy that the semiotic breathes into language.

Nonsense moves in the opposite direction, aiming toward a purely semiotic expression. For Kristeva, such utterances are possible only in the early stages of human development, in a realm she calls the “semiotic *chora*.” The *chora* is both a prelinguistic state and a rhythm articulating the drives. At this stage, the infant’s expressions are not inhibited by the phonetic restrictions of language (e.g., rules of onset/rime, phonotacticity, etc.) nor are they bound by the restrictions of syntax or semantic meaning. Instead, its vocalizations—coos, gurgles, babbles, echolalia—are the spontaneous expression of the body itself with “no thesis and no position”: voice free to be voice.

The *chora* is a state of indistinction, as the infant does not yet have any subjective sense of identity. It sees not where its body ends and its mother’s begins, nor does it recognize any division between self and other. It is not until a dramatic point Kristeva calls the “thetic break” that this changes: when
the symbolic aspect of language is acquired, the child realizes that there are other things external to itself, things to which it can refer with words, words that are ordered by syntax and grammar. Once the child crosses this threshold, its expressions are the result of the complex interplay between semiotic and symbolic.

The Human-before

The retreat from meaning in nonsense texts is thus a retreat into the womblike security of the *chora* (a retreat into dynamic instability). It attempts to refuse the symbolic in language in favor of the free reign of the semiotic. Such an attempt we could call a look back to the human-before: the human before language, the human before signification, the human before subjectivity. Kristeva suggests that a return to the purely semiotic is impossible outside of psychosis. 10 Perhaps she is right, but isn’t such psychosis precisely what Lecercle refers to as *délire*? When Lecercle describes language taking over a subject, replacing sense with absurdity and abstraction with desire, is he not describing a semiotic takeover—one in which the voice reclaims superiority over meaning? 11 And do we not see its inverse in Burroughs’ virus, which surely describes the symbolic aspect of language taking over the subject? Perhaps the thetic break is simply the moment when Burroughs’ Other Half attaches itself to its host.

Whatever terminology we use to frame it, we can see nonsense as a return to the bodily, physical aspects of language, a return to prelinguistic vocal expression. 12 To
achieve a voice beyond meaning—*a voce in libertà*, if you will—one needs to recall a time before the constraints of syntax, signification, culture, and history. While this task is admittedly impossible—save, perhaps, isolated moments of glossolalic *délires*—experiments like *lautgedichte*, *onomalingua*, or Kobaïan approach it as closely as possible by emphasizing the rhythms, intonations, and vocal freedom of semiotic expression. Hopelandic manages to do this with as much success as any other nonsense strategy, but with one notable distinction: it presents this semiotic freedom in a musical context. So the question arises: what effect does music have on the liberated voice? Does it reinforce the semiotic mode, keeping the symbolic further at bay, or does it impose its own meaningful constraints?

**Can Music Mean?**

In *New Maladies of the Soul*, Kristeva, a practicing psychoanalyst, recounts the story of one of her patients, a boy named Paul (aged 3) who was incapable of speech—that is, who could not “make active use of symbolic communication.” Rather than addressing the problem by strengthening his symbolic muscles, Kristeva took the opposite approach, attempting to reach Paul via the semiotic. While Paul could not speak, he could sing, so she communicated with him through improvised “operas,” which “were initially composed of the meaning of the affect and drive representatives encoded in the melodies, the rhythms, and the accents that were more easily (if not the only thing) available to Paul.”
By her nurturing his semiotic vocality, Paul was eventually able to move beyond it into the symbolic realm of speech.

Kristeva counts music as a semiotic expression, understandably so, as the sonorous material of language (its rhythm, intonation, timbre, cadence, inflection, melody) is the very substance of music itself. But, in Paul’s case, music became a passageway from the semiotic to the symbolic. It is worth asking whether the same is true of the musical contexts of Hopelandic. Does music make the language somehow more “intelligible,” more able to communicate meaning?

The answer, at first, would seem to be: yes, of course. A string of nonsense syllables, set to a mournful melody, takes on a melancholy quality. The same syllables set to a militant rhythm, take on an aggressive character. The affect of a piece of music seems to spill out like ink, coloring everything attached to it. But affect is still merely semiotic “meaning,” not true signification, and its communication is completely reliant on the transitory, subjective interpretations of the listener. This is evident, as the musicologist James Currie points out, by simply listening to any piece of music and asking yourself what it is “about”:

If you are being honest, you get an almost orgiastic mental response: a lewdly fecund flowering of completely contradictory narratives; magnificently profligate palettes of emotional colors; gestural imaginings dancing with religious epiphanies; jokes in the midst of tragedies, tears dripping down into wide-mouthed smiles.15

Because music merely communicates affect, any audience’s understanding of its “meaning” will overflow with conflicting impulses. Within the mournful melody mentioned earlier,
one might find a hopeful longing; within the militant rhythm, a delicate sensuality. While this is indeed part of what makes music so enjoyable, and part of why an album such as ( ) can be left open to listener interpretation, one still cannot help but come to the same conclusion as Currie: “From the perspective of a certain conceptual precision, then, music can be incredibly frustrating.”

A Semantic Silhouette

Perhaps there is another meaning to be found in music, another avenue through which the symbolic creeps in, adding shape to the ambiguity. After all, this is the case with some nonsense verse. In Lewis Carroll’s famous poem “Jabberwocky,” we see a menagerie of nonsensical words scattered throughout a straightforwardly grammatical poetic structure:

’Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
    Did gyre and gimble in the wabe;
All mimsy were the borogoves,
    And the mome raths outgrabe.

“Beware the Jabberwock, my son!
The jaws that bite, the claws that catch!
Beware the Jubjub bird, and shun
    The frumious Bandersnatch!”

While it requires perhaps a bit more imagination than the average poem, one can easily read “Jabberwocky” and come
to not a vague semiotic mix of emotional affects, but a fairly lucid conceptual meaning. Such coherence is partly due to the echolalic phonosymbolism of the nonsense words (i.e., one can deduce the physical and behavioral characteristics of a Bandersnatch simply by the sound of the word “Bandersnatch”), but it is mainly the result of the poem’s syntax. We do not know what exactly “gyre” and “gimble” mean, but their position in the syntactic structure tells us they are verbs. “Jabberwocky”’s grammar creates a solid scaffolding that itself outlines a certain meaning, and whatever is laid over this scaffolding simply adds a specific color and shading to the meaning that is already syntactically mapped out.

This is the same principle operating in Noam Chomsky’s “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.” In this case, while the words together fail to create a coherent semanticity (how can something colorless be green? How can an idea sleep?), one can glean from the grammar a logical trajectory that—while not itself communicating anything conceptual—seems to outline the contours of meaning: one can see meaning’s silhouette, that is, meaning in its most abstracted, least “meaningful” form. To contrast this, Chomsky provides a retrograde construction, which lacks this sense of syntactical logic: “Furiously sleep ideas green colorless.” Not only is this sentence not grammatical, but it also lacks the particular phrasing or inflection prompted by the original, or in Chomsky’s words: “Presented with these sentences, a speaker of English will read (1) with a normal sentence intonation, but he will read (2) with a falling intonation on each word; in fact, with just the intonation pattern given to
any sequence of unrelated words.”¹⁹ So, not only does grammar provide a silhouette of meaning, but it also calls forth a specific phrasing. Grammar outlines meaning and arouses melody.

The intonations of grammatical sentences have a kind of teleology built into them: they move toward a goal, arrive at the goal, and then move away from it. Such as the following sentence (try reading it aloud): “The melody begins lower and works its way up to a peak, then it recedes away from the peak, moving back down.” This teleological structure can also be found in many musical phrases, two straightforward examples being “Twinkle Twinkle Little Star” and the “Ode to Joy” melody from Beethoven’s ninth symphony. In each case, the melody begins lower, works its way to a higher peak, and then descends back down, mimicking the contours of human speech inflection.²⁰

On a larger scale, this teleology can be found in the dramatic structure common to Western narrative artworks (plays, films, novels, short stories, and many musical works). Gustav Freytag’s model (“Freytag’s pyramid”) demonstrates this well, outlining a structure in which there is an exposition, rising action, climax, falling action, and dénouement (resolution). Such a schematic mimics the melodic shape outlined above: point of origin, ascent, climax, descent, resolution. In a certain sense, one could say that this dramatic arc is the “grammatical” structure of narrative artworks, in that it is itself not narrative or meaningful, but it delineates the contour—or silhouette—of the drama.

Not all artworks feature a dramatic structure that fits Freytag’s model (take, for example, Beckett’s *Waiting for
Godot, a two-act play in which, as Vivian Mercier famously said, “nothing happens, twice”\textsuperscript{21}). In the same way, not all musical works feature melodies or narrative arcs that fit the contour outlined above (e.g., ambient music, like the delicate wind-chiminess of Brian Eno’s Music for Airports, or many of the “open works” mentioned in the first chapter). In fact, a characteristic quality of much of the music that lacks these melodic or narrative shapes is a certain amorphousness, as if, without this underlying grammatical skeleton, the music fails to take any identifiable shape (often this is precisely what makes such music so appealing). But there is a great deal of music that does trace this silhouette, music that adds flesh to this narrative framework. As a result, we can say that such music—whether it features vocal sounds or not—models itself on the voice, or vocal inflection.

So, returning to the question of whether music can bring sense to nonsense: music, as semiotic expression, cannot communicate denotative meaning, only “the meaning of the affect and drive representatives encoded” in its melodies. But, just as the teleology of grammar makes itself evident even in nonsensical verse, the structures of the symbolic (grammatical, narrative, cultural—after all, narrative formula are cultural expressions) can cast their shadows onto music. However, even these shadows are not purely the result of symbolic influence. Instead, they spring forth from a complex interaction between both symbolic (syntax) and semiotic (prosody) elements. A silhouette needs two components to exist: an object to be silhouetted (symbolic meaning), and a backlight that both illuminates and effaces it (semiotic voice).
Samskeyti

So how, if at all, do these elements manifest themselves on ( )? And what role does the voice itself play on the album? Perhaps, counterintuitively, the best place to begin looking for answers is in the album’s instrumental track, “Samskeyti.” In turning to the album’s one voiceless song—its vocal and lyrical gap—and seeing where it differs from the rest of ( ), we can perhaps identify the space occupied by the voice in ( )’s other songs.22

“Samskeyti” begins simply, with low organ notes outlining its harmonic progression, while “Fyrsta”’s ambient halo carries over, coating the song in ethereality. Immediately, we realize that the song, while lacking Jónsi’s prominent Hopelandic melodies, is not really “voiceless,” as this aura radiating throughout the space is at least partially composed of manipulated vocal recordings. Over time, this ambience begins to coalesce into a four-note ascending melodic fragment, emerging sporadically from the otherwise amorphous texture (e.g., 0:13, 0:25, 0:31).

After about a minute, the main piano line enters. A gentle cycle of repeated tones, halfway between melody and arpeggio, this elegant rise and fall drives the piece with the flowing regularity of simple harmonic motion. The melody consists of a repeated cell of six notes, all of which remain unchanged with each repetition except the fifth one. Each time the fragment repeats, the fifth note changes, articulating one of two lower notes that fit the pattern’s fluid contour, or leaping to a higher tone, providing a temporary spike in the sequence. There is no regular pattern to the selection of this
fifth note, keyboardist Kjartan Sveinsson seeming to choose the pitch at random with each repetition.  

“Samskeyti”’s harmonic progression consists of five chords and, like the piano melody, is repeated over and over, producing its own cycle. However, this progression and the piano cells differ in duration, each measure of the former lasting four beats, while the latter is only three beats in length. The resulting texture is not unlike the rotation of different-sized gears in a clock, each cycle moving at its own regular rate, different from, but not independent of, the other cycles. We can, therefore, say the piece has a kind of circular logic, consisting simply of regular rotations, like planets orbiting a star.

At the local level, therefore, “Samskeyti” lacks any sort of narrative teleology such as those described above. There is no dramatic trajectory inherent in clockwork or planetary orbits; such processes instead evoke a sense of stasis: beautiful, elegant, and ultimately uneventful. Rather than being mimetic of vocal inflection, the song instead traces a rotational path, more imitative of natural or mechanical processes that have nothing to do with speech, voice, or anything the least bit “human.”

Is it the absence of voice that permits such circular logic? It does seem difficult to imagine Sigur Rós superimposing a Hopelandic melody on top of this texture without its vocal phrasing completely effacing the song’s delicate cyclicality. However, if we examine the piece from a more global perspective, we find that its formal contours precisely match those of Freytag’s pyramid.

“Samskeyti” seems to begin from nowhere, materializing from the ether into which “Fyrsta” evaporates, a few nearly
inaudible organ tones being the first sounds to surface. Over time, more instruments emerge, and the song grows in dynamic and textural density. We hear bass (0:58), glockenspiel (1:29), strings (1:43), guitar (2:11), and other instruments joining in as the piece expands, growing louder and louder. As the intensity swells, the higher note in the piano part is articulated more often, and the tempo begins to increase slightly (ca. 3:52–4:25). When the song reaches its critical mass (4:49), the piano part jumps up an octave, reasserting itself as the piece’s dominant presence. Shortly thereafter (5:16), the piano melody begins to break apart, and, rather than a steady stream of notes, we hear fragments of the pattern that once drove the piece. Immediately, the song’s momentum dies down, the piano returning to its original octave as the other instruments quickly fade away. One wonders if the piano line is not the piece’s impetus, its repeated cycles generating the energy that causes the accumulation; and, once that pattern ceases, the piece can no longer sustain its momentum. It is as if the piano melody stops due to a pre-programmed safeguard, preventing the song from escalating eternally, lest it envelop the listener in a grey goo of deafening euphony.

Viewed from this larger formal perspective, the piece does indeed have a narrative arc just like that of Freytag’s model: it establishes its material (setting), gradually builds, its texture getting louder and richer (rising action), it reaches its climax point, then quickly dies away (falling action), disappearing back into the void from which it emerged (dénouement). So, while “Samskeyti” lacks any grammatical silhouette at the local level, it clearly outlines one globally.
Bodies and Automata

Despite this dramatic outline, one cannot help but sense a pervasive absence in the song, as if it is lacking a human presence. Its continuous repetition, perpetual motion, even its regular accumulation and expansion all contribute to the feeling that the music is the result of a mechanical process, moving of its own accord, without the aid of human beings. That is not to say it’s not beautiful, or that it is incapable of provoking strong emotional reactions from its listeners. Indeed, are we not often deeply moved by inhuman mechanisms produced by human hands? The delicate sentimentality of music-boxes, the staggering complexity of Nancarrow’s player piano works, and the subtle majesty of Pierre Jaquet-Droz’s automata have all elicited stronger responses from me than Keats or Shelley ever have. Often, it is this very sense of absence that makes these works so magical: they don’t need us, they’re not even aware of us. The same principle is at work in “Samskeyti.” It was written and recorded by humans, who designed its large-scale form to imitate the inflection and affect of the human voice. But, like Jaquet-Droz’s automata, it merely looks human. Inside is absence, only gears and clockwork. Little that articulates the rhythm or affect of the drives.

Contrast this with “Njósnavélin,” the song that immediately follows “Samskeyti.” Right from its first few seconds, one hears a forward-moving directionality—both in its deliberate, processional rhythm as well as the dramatic trajectory of its lead guitar line—which becomes even more pronounced when the piece arrives at its regal refrain (0:48). Rather than a complex weave of interdependent rotations and randomly
chosen pitches, we hear a sparse but focused unity of semiotic intention and narrative teleology. While one has to search for the human in “Samskeyti,” finding it only in the overall form (and there it is but a convincing golem), in “Njósnavélin,” it confronts the listener around every corner. The first voices we hear in the song are snippets of Hopelandic phrases (0:37, 0:43), which are chopped up and pitch-shifted to the point where they evoke nothing but the incoherent babbling of infants—the very sound of the semiotic *chora*. When Jónsi’s lead vocal enters, the human presence is unavoidable—and not just the human, but the *human-before*, a voice reaching back beyond language to a state of vocal freedom. Despite Hopelandic’s unintelligibility, there is a clear sense of *something* being communicated, even if it is merely bodily meaning: the affects and drives that are discharged into the melodies. A bodily meaning requires a body, and a body (more often than not) contains a presence.²⁴

Semantic silhouettes can be found throughout “Njósnavélin.” Like “Samskeyti,” it aligns to the contours of Freytag’s narrative arc: a teleological movement toward a climax (ca. 5:08–6:28) and a gradual dying away (6:28–end). But these shadows are also cast at the micro-level onto individual melodies, from the lead vocal, to the bass line, to the resonant guitar fanfares. Even the high keyboard solo that introduces the climactic closing section (4:49)—which literally sounds like it is being performed by some kind of musical automaton—is imbued with the semiotic coloring of vocal inflection, an emphatic lyricalness. While it was difficult to imagine the intricate machinery of “Samskeyti” not being compromised by the imposition of a voice, one could easily
imagine a more mechanical rendering of “Njósnavélin” (e.g., on a music-box) that retains its lyrical, bodily character.

An Excess of Voice

As all the instruments fade out at “Njósnavélin”’s conclusion, there is a startling moment in which we are left with just the naked voice. The last sound heard in the song is an extension of the melody, sung in a brittle voice that sounds like it is on the verge of breaking, followed by a final sharp inhalation. Here, very clearly, we have an excess of voice, an overflowing of bodily sound. It is as if the song is unable to contain the voice, so, while it dissipates and melts away, the voice remains fully present. Unlike in “Samskeyti,” in which we had only a global shadow of voice, in “Njósnavélin,” we have it in surplus—and not just any voice, but a specifically bodily voice: an imperfect voice, a voice that might crack, a voice from a breathing body.  

Such a surplus is uncommon for post-rock, the genre with which Sigur Rós’s aesthetics most closely align. Post-rock as a style seems to have evolved beyond the voice, leaving it behind in favor of bodiless, human-less tapestries of electro-acoustic sound. In one of several genre-defining articles written in the mid-1990s, Simon Reynolds describes the style’s modus operandi:

With its droneswarm guitars and tendency to melt into ambience, post-rock first erodes, then obliterates the song and the voice. By extension, it also parts with such notions
as the singer as storyteller and the song as narrative, source of life-wisdom, or site of social resonance. [...] A band’s journey through rock to post-rock usually involves a trajectory from narrative lyrics to stream-of-consciousness to voice-as-texture to purely instrumental music. Sigur Rós’s work certainly matches much of this description. () sheds any sense of the singer as the relayer of stories, and, as it has been left up to the listener to supply the album’s content, any “life-wisdom” or “social resonance” heard on () is merely in the ears of the beholder. However, it is difficult to locate Hopelandic within Reynolds’ evolutionary map from narrative to instrumental music. Instead, it seems to exist somewhere in the periphery, beyond stream-of-consciousness lyrics but not yet reducing the voice to the status of mere texture or that of just another musical instrument. Reynolds’ trajectory is one of progressive expunction, in which post-rockers first discard story, then conceptual meaning, and then, finally, any remaining trace of the voice. Sigur Rós, on the other hand, take a sharp turn before obliterating this final remnant. Instead of dispensing with it, they magnify it, exploding out the residue until it becomes the essential substance of the music. The Hopelandic voice is not mere texture; it is not simply a dash of color tinting the ambience. Instead, it is the embodiment of ()’s music, its very corporeality.

**Surrou(land)nding / Empt(   )ying**

As a nonsensical language, Hopelandic attempts a return to a prelinguistic state, a look back to the *chora*. But the other
important feature of Hopelandic is that it is a sung language, exclusively employing a singing voice.

For Dolar, the singing voice is a post-linguistic voice, as it manages to flip the equation between voice and meaning: “It brings the voice energetically to the forefront, on purpose, at the expense of meaning. [...] It] turns the tables on the signifier; it reverses the hierarchy—let the voice take the upper hand.” Instead of the voice disappearing behind meaning, meaning is subordinated to the fetishization of the voice. While nonsense looks to a time before language, singing leaps over meaning, reaching forward to a point beyond language. Hopelandic, therefore, being both nonsensical and sung, manages to surround language, looking both before it and beyond it, like a pair of parentheses surrounding a gap.

The notion that the sung voice moves beyond language can result in the sense that it somehow communicates more than language, that in singing there is a deeper meaning, one that is impossible with the merely spoken word. For Dolar, the sung voice seems still to maintain the link with nature, on the one hand—the nature of a paradise lost—and on the other hand to transcend language, the cultural and symbolic barriers, in the opposite direction, as it were: it promises an ascent to divinity, an elevation above the empirical, the mediated, the limited, worldly human concerns.

But Dolar would say that this impression of the sung voice as more profound is, in reality, an illusion. And whether he is right or wrong in an absolute sense, if we specifically consider the sung voice on ( ), he is correct: we cannot expect to find
any deeper meaning, such would be counter to the very raison d’être of Hopelandic.

() doesn’t seek to express something that words cannot. Indeed, it doesn’t seek to express anything at all. The band have placed the task of expression, the burden of supplying meaning, on the listener. Hopelandic is therefore not an attempt to escape the bondage of language, but, rather, an attempt to reduce language to its essence. The nonsensical voice and the sung voice, by their respective absence and surplus of expression, are “particularly apt to embody the structure as such, the structure at its minimal; or meaning as such, beyond the discernible meaning.” Much in the way syntax provides a silhouette of meaning, Hopelandic becomes a silhouette of language itself. Both the semiotic and symbolic are present on (), but not in the same ways they manifest themselves in everyday language. Instead, they are emptied out: from the symbolic, we have only the silhouette of semanticity, outlined by syntax (narrative forms); from the semiotic, we have only the bodily voice, expressed directly, without any meaning to distract from its corporeality. () isolates these elements and hollows them out not with the goal of providing a deeper, more profound expression, but instead aiming to provide an empty, blank expression. This is precisely how the invitation for listeners to inscribe their own meanings onto the album works: () provides the listener with the shape of a meaning (its grammatical outline) as well as a bodily voice (mouth, larynx, lungs) through which that meaning can be expressed. What this meaning is, however, is up to the audience; they must fill in the gaps.

Sigur Róós have provided a voice, but the listener must make it speak.
Notes

1. This is the case, at least, in alphabetic writing. In logographic writing systems, such as Mandarin, things work differently, though most characters still have a phonetic component.

2. While we can, in fact, attach meaning to other sounds, this is done after the fact, and meaning becomes like a secondary appendage of a sound to which it is alien. However, with voice, meaning is assumed; the latter seems to be built into the former and the two seem to be eternally coexistent. See Mladen Dolar, A Voice and Nothing More (Cambridge, Mass: MIT Press, 2006), 14.

3. Ibid.
4. Ibid., 15.
5. Ibid., 20–2.

7. Ibid., 134.
8. It is worth pointing out that the origin of the term “infant” is in the Latin infans meaning “unable to speak.”

11. Lecercle might suggest it is slightly more ambiguous than this: “Délire embodies the contradiction between the mastery of the subject and the re-emergence of chaos, of the original disruptive rejection. It always hesitates between returning to the pre-verbal chora, or protecting language by insisting on its syntactic organization.” Lecercle, 43. This is probably more
representative of what is happening on (), since Hopelandic—while not “insisting” on any syntactic organization—does have fairly rigid phonetic limitations (which are even more constraining than most symbolic languages, as addressed in the first chapter).

12. For some artists, the look backwards to the human-before is not based so much in the developmental stages of each individual human, but in the nascency of humanity as a whole. This is evident in certain early twentieth-century strategies such as Russian Futurist zaum or the various manifestations of “primitivism.” For more on the former, see Ethan Hayden, “Adamic Passions, Screams of Joy: Language and Expression in Early 20th-Century Sound Poetry,” Mosaic: Journal of Music Research 2 (August 2012): http://www.ethanhayden.com/research/publications/Hayden-AdamicPassions.pdf.


16. Ibid.


19. Ibid., 16.

20. This is the same intonation pattern that Goodman found is common to glossolalia (see the first chapter). The description here is admittedly an oversimplification, and many melodies
lack this shape while still maintaining a character imitative of certain spoken phrases. However, if we keep in mind the idea of this shape being a vague outline, or shadow, of melodic contours, it is rather easy to see its ubiquity in Western music (especially common practice music).


22. Granted, as an instrumental work, “Samskeyti” is not a “song” by the traditional definition of the word. But, as this term is used so often in popular music discourse, I will use it throughout this book to refer to any/all of ( )’s tracks.

23. This is made more evident by comparing the recording of “Samskeyti” on ( ) with the one on Heim, as the sequence of pitches is different in each version.

24. This idea of “presence” or narrative teleology is not simply dependent on whether or not a voice is present. For a counter-example, see the third track of the “Vaka” single (sometimes called “Smáskífa,” or “single”). This brief piece consists of pitch-shifted vocal fragments not unlike those that open “Njósnavélin,” which are caught in a loop, creating a cyclical pattern like “Samskeyti”’s. However, unlike “Samskeyti,” “Smáskífa” lacks even the formal grammar of a narrative arc, instead maintaining a steady, unwavering stasis. The song beautifully uses human sounds to evoke the ambience of a world without humans.

25. A similar moment is heard in “Dauðalagið” when the melody begins (1:56). The voice breaks, failing to maintain a consistent sung tone, and it is precisely this moment of failure that reveals its essential nature as a voice from a human body.

27. Reynolds is using “narrative” in the literal sense here, as in songs that tell particular stories, such as “Norwegian Wood” or “A Boy Named Sue,” not in the broader sense of music that outlines a dramatic trajectory.


30. “The voice as the bearer of a deeper sense, of some profound message, is a structural illusion, the core of a fantasy that the singing voice might cure the wound inflicted by culture, restore the loss that we suffered by the assumption of the symbolic order. This deceptive promise disavows the fact that the voice owes its fascination to this wound, and that its allegedly miraculous force stems from its being situated in this gap.” Ibid.

31. Dolar, 32.
Space

Any space is as much a part of the instrument as the instrument itself.
— Pauline Oliveros

At the end of “Samskeyti,” once the texture has completely dissolved away leaving only Kjartan’s piano, suddenly the ambience begins to change. Rather than hearing music in some unidentifiable void, we begin to hear the sounds of the room in which the piece was recorded. The piano’s timbre changes slightly, reflecting off the walls of the studio, and we hear movement: footsteps shuffling in the background, instrument cases being opened and closed. It is as if we are suddenly being pulled from one space into another.

This sense of motion is likely the result of cross-fading between recordings from two different microphones: from one closer to (or inside) the piano, to a room mic, probably one suspended above the studio space. Of course, changing microphone location also changes the listener’s location, so we feel as if we are being elevated, floating away from the piano to some place hovering above it. The effect is not unlike waking from a dream, or disappearing into one.
This brief moment reveals the immense importance of space in music. Whether heard in an immense stadium or through tiny earbuds, music always takes place in a space, and these spaces have a profound effect on the ways in which music is perceived. Space can create a sense of depth and expansiveness, of arrival and departure, of closeness and intimacy, or of claustrophobic density. ( ), an album named after an empty space, takes particular advantage of space’s evocative powers, and, more importantly, is an album that itself establishes musical spaces.

Emptied Spaces

Sigur Rós originally hoped to record ( ) in a decommissioned NATO tracking base on Iceland’s northernmost mountain, but, after the twelve-hour journey to the site (a four-hour boat ride, followed by an eight-hour trek up the mountain itself), they found it to be too ice-ravaged to be usable.¹ Instead, the band found a far more suitable space in Mosfellsbær, a small artists’ community about thirty minutes outside of Reykjavík. Mosfellsbær was established in the late nineteenth century as a hub for the woolens industry, when local farmer Björn Þorláíksson erected a wool-processing factory downstream of the Álafoss waterfall in the nearby Varmá river, using the river’s naturally warm waters to power machines and wash wool.² The picturesque Álafoss is but a minute’s walk from a small structure built in the early 1930s, which once contained Iceland’s oldest swimming pool. It is this space that the band selected as the location for ( )’s recording.

¹

²
Sigur Rós discovered the building and had it converted into a studio, eventually dubbed “Sundlaugin” (“the swimming pool”), using the emptied pool itself as the primary recording space, with a control room on the second floor overlooking it. The band acquired a large mixing console from a French television station—so large, in fact, that the house’s roof had to be torn off so the console could be lowered in with a crane. The pool’s high ceilings (sixteen feet) allow for a very resonant space, and, indeed, the band refrained from tampering at all with the building’s natural acoustics. Instead, they simply positioned microphones high in the four corners of the room, aiming to capture its unique ambience.

Spaces imprint themselves on the sounds emitted within them, and, just as a liquid takes the shape of its container, so is sonic material sculpted by the space in which it resonates. In any space—whether it is an organ pipe, the body of a violin, a concert hall, or a swimming pool—unique formants will emphasize certain frequencies at the expense of others, while the size and material from which it is constructed will determine how long a sound will linger before it is absorbed. Thus, most of the sounds on ( ) are shaped first by Sundlaugin itself, before they are molded again by the microphones that capture them, and then, finally, by the ear canals, cranial cavities, and brains of the listener.

Recording ( ) consisted of a fairly straightforward process. Unlike most of Sigur Rós’s albums, which are composed through a long process of in-studio experimentation, ( ) was written on the road, so most of the songs were fully developed by the time they were brought into Sundlaugin. The band
would record most of the songs live (i.e., playing all together, as opposed to each player working in isolation), before adding Amiina’s improvised string parts, some overdubs, and cleaner vocal tracks. While the ambience of the swimming-pool space is an important feature of ( )’s distinct sonic aura, each instrument was, of course, still individually close-miked, and some parts were recorded in other, alternate spaces. Jónsi’s vocals were recorded right in the control room, while some of Orri’s drums were done in isolation booths. Some of the bass lines were even recorded by placing Georg’s bass amp outside and “turning it up really loud.” In some cases, artificial reverb was added, either before recording (Jónsi’s guitar is run through a reverb unit before its sound even enters the swimming pool space) or afterwards during the mixing phase. Thus, the end result is an album that mixes actual acoustic resonances with illusory ones, a composite tapestry of differing spaces. The overall effect is one of a unified, expansive space, in which sounds feel like they are happening immediately nearby the listener, at a short distance away, or miles and miles in the distance.

Musical Spaces

The album’s sense of space is, however, more than simply a result of its reverberant production or studio trickery. The music itself is evocative of large spaces, a quality it would likely retain even if it were recorded in, say, a small hotel room. Each instrument seems to occupy its own registral region, and each line is lean and clear, lacking the chunky
distorted chords common to most rock music. Jónsi’s guitar—often bowed rather than strummed, a technique that causes a flurry of higher harmonics to leap forth from the instrument—usually articulates long, droning sonorities, thereby not crowding out the texture rhythmically, instead allowing the music’s slow tempos to be driven by sparse, unembellished drum beats, outlined by Georg’s simple, elegant bass lines. Space is also evoked rhythmically, the slower tempos meaning each beat of the music’s pulse is separated from the others by a palpable distance, as is each musical event temporally detached from those that precede and follow it. Meanwhile, the songs’ long durations create a sense of immense scale, as if each piece is a vast territory that requires substantial time to be explored. With each instrument staking out its own registral and rhythmic territory—the highest stratosphere reserved for Jónsi’s diaphanous falsetto, a register it shares only with the cloud of overtones radiating from the bowed guitar and the occasional glockenspiel pattern—the texture sounds at once expansive (ranging from the lowest bass tones to the highest vocal sounds) and sparse (empty, evocative of the distances between its component parts). Large spaces—between Icelandic valleys, between the walls of a swimming pool, between two opposing parentheses—are conjured by the material itself.

Álafoss

This is perhaps nowhere more evident than on “Álafoss,” a song named for Sundlaugin’s neighboring waterfall. Like
“Vaka” and “Samskeyti” before it, “Álafoss” is initiated by soft organ tones, which outline a simple progression before being joined by gentle, isolated guitar notes (0:29) that fade in and out, adding depth and color to the space. This aurora of sound, while beautiful, feels incomplete—surely there must be more to the song than this frigid emptiness. It is not until a minute into the piece, when the bass and drums enter, that we realize that the landscape painted by “Álafoss” truly is vacant. Orri’s drums establish the tempo, a plodding seventeen beats per minute (less than one-sixth the speed of the average rock song), the multi-second gap between each pulse filled only by some light snare brushing. Rather than filling out and shaping the texture, the sparse drumming only emphasizes its emptiness, framing the negative space between each beat. Unlike most Western music, especially rock music, “Álafoss” is marked by a deliberate uneventfulness, the long durations between gestures not unlike the negative space between objects in Japanese painting—the *ma* (“space,” “gap,” or “interval”)—which has a stronger presence than the objects positioned within it.  

When the voice enters (1:53), this landscape is finally populated by a human body. But the presence of a single, lonely voice reinforces the song’s sense of absence: the human is alone in this uninhabited terra incognita. Like Nietzsche’s abyss, the void’s penetrating gaze stares back into the human, intensifying awareness of the piece’s cavernous expanse. When the voice exits (2:52), it leaves behind a long trail of reverb, hinting at the vastness of the fictive space in which the song takes place. Soon a high sustained resonance is heard (3:01), which sounds like a vocal fragment frozen in
time, a single, transitory moment expanded into a broader temporal space.

After another pair of vocal phrases (3:47–4:40) and a brief transition, the piece arrives at its second section (5:02), a slightly louder flowering that quickly dissolves back into the ma. This gesture is repeated a second time with even more richness (5:55), though fading out just as quickly. The song then arrives at its closing material (6:56), a slow dirge of organ sonorities supported by a descending lava flow of bass notes. Such a bass line increases the piece’s sense of vertical space, carving out deeper and deeper depths as it moves downward.

As the song begins the approach to its climax (8:00), the music has increased in dynamic as well as rhythmic and harmonic richness. The now slightly distorted guitar produces a denser spectrum of overtones, filling the piece’s vertical space with clusters of high harmonics, while the organ reasserts itself, fleshing out the texture with lush, vibrant chords (8:18). When the phrase is repeated (8:27), the texture is even more full, with guitars tolling like funeral bells—at once mournful and triumphant—while crashing cymbals crowd out the ma. The final, most climactic phrase (8:51) is led by a high guitar tremolo, while the negative space between each beat has been filled by several powerful drum hits. The story of “Álafoss” is thus a story of space, of emptiness being established and gradually filled in. Its conclusion, befitting a form modeled on Freytag’s pyramid, re-establishes the vacuum. The fullness suddenly vaporizes (9:08), leaving only some light drumming, soft organ tones, and an airy Explosions in the Sky-esque guitar
tremolo, which finally dissolve away completely, the ma ultimately absorbing the last trace of material (9:41).

**Uninhabited Spaces**

“Álafoss” disappears into empty space, but the more profound emptiness is that from which it emerges, ( )’s central gap: thirty-six seconds of silence. It is fitting that an album about gaps, an album that endeavors to become a gap, would have such a silence as its center of gravity. Just as Hopelandic aims to be a language without content, this central silence aims—much like Cage’s 4’33”—to be a music without content, a sonic space unpopulated by sound.

The idea of unpopulated space is one of which the band’s music is particularly evocative. Frequently, articles about Sigur Rós will make reference to the majestic landscapes of the band’s native Iceland. Most often, however, such mentions are nothing more than a kind of exoticist fascination, with numerous allusions to glaciers, geysers, and volcanoes. Such fetishization of Iceland preoccupies itself with the natural wonders that populate the island’s space, while often overlooking the space itself.

But Iceland is fundamentally a country of space, particularly open and resonant spaces. Though a large island, its small population (just over a quarter-million) lends the country one of the world’s lowest population densities (about seven people per square mile). With about two-thirds of its inhabitants living in the area surrounding the capital city Reykjavík, the rest of the island is made up of small
isolated communities and municipalities with populations of only one or two thousand. In other words, the majority of the country consists of virtually empty, nearly uninhabited spaces. As Kjartan explains in the tour film *Heima*, “Space is what we have here, in our personal life, and in the land as well. Because it’s a small community, I think people are unconsciously kind of aware of giving you space. So I think we kind of have to do that, and I think it’s a bit in our souls.”  

Space pervades the island, as well as the souls of its residents.

While metaphors comparing Sigur Rós’s music to glacial shifts or geyser-esque explosions are a bit tired, the connection of the music’s resonant qualities to the natural reverberance of many of Iceland’s spaces is significant and worth addressing. *Heima* illustrates this idea quite well, literally placing the band in resonant outdoor spaces, in canyons, caves, and open highlands, as well as emptied man-made spaces like deserted farms and an abandoned herring factory. The latter locations emphasize the sense of uninhabitedness that pervades the band’s music, the vacant quality of absence that is especially apparent on (*). The film, rather than romanticizing Iceland as an Edenic paradise of natural wonders, emphasizes the desolate austerity of much of the country. As the band’s manager John Best puts it, “[Iceland is a] reasonably unforgiving place even in the summer.”  

The country, which was only settled in the ninth century, having remained unoccupied for most of its history, is still distinguished by its difficult terrain, volcanic deserts, and freezing temperatures. In a way, it seems to resist habitation. “It’s a harsh place where people needn’t necessarily be.”
**Blind Spaces**

On the back of the vinyl slipcase that encloses the CD, there is a stenciled image of a boy sleepwalking. The image stands out for its unique conceptual concreteness—on an album with no lyrics, no title, no liner notes, and nothing but the most abstract content, here is one artifact that is clearly representational: a boy, eyes closed, arms elevated, walking forward.

The idea of somnambulism is well suited to the spatial aspect of Sigur Rós’s recordings, because a sleepwalker is someone existing in two contradictory spaces: the literal, physical space through which they are actually moving, and the fictional dream space they imagine themselves to be occupying. Listening to reproduces something quite like this effect: we listen, physically located in one space (e.g., living room, car, or gym), hearing music that evokes the reverberance of another space (e.g., the imaginary landscapes of “Álafoss”). Therefore, to listen to is to participate in an aural dislocation, to place oneself in an alternate space, to move from actual, dead spaces to illusory, resonant ones.

The Banksy-esque sleepwalker stencil was taken from the photo *Blindman’s Bluff* by the New York-based photographer John Yang [Fig. 2]. Trained as an architect, and also an accomplished cellist, Yang revealed a profoundly lyrical sense of space in his photographs, whose subject matter ranged from deteriorated headstone portraits to pensive, Ansel Adams-esque landscapes.14

The hauntingly beautiful *Blindman’s Bluff* was taken in Strasbourg in 1960 while the photographer was on tour.
with the US's 7th Army Symphony, and depicts a young boy playing the titular game. While Sigur Rós adapted the image into a symbol of somnambulism, the original image does not portray a sleepwalker, but instead a child simulating blindness for the purposes of play. The game “blind man’s bluff” requires that one remove oneself from the visual, and rely solely on the acoustic; it is a game that takes place only in aural space.

It is very easy to depend on the visual for our sense of space, taking it for granted that phrases like “depth perception” or “three-dimensional” refer to optical qualities. But both ( ) and Blindman’s Bluff (the photo and the game itself) remind
SIGUR RÓS’S ( )

us that space is also—if not more spectacularly—an aural perception. A recollection of the blind political activist Jacques Lusseyran is descriptive both of the sensation of visionless hearing, as well as the sonic landscapes of ( ):

Sounds had the same individuality as light. They were neither inside nor outside, but were passing through me. They gave me my bearings in space and put me in touch with things. [...] But most surprising of all was the discovery that sounds never came from one point in space and never retreated into themselves. There was the sound, its echo, and another sound into which the first sound melted and to which it had given birth, altogether an endless procession of sounds.  

Linguistic Spaces

Language itself exists in a sonic space. While sounds travel in three (or four) dimensions and have the ability to locate us in particular spaces, the linguistic voice is only one-dimensional. It moves forward in time, from subject to verb to object, from beginning to middle to end. As addressed in the previous chapter, the voice’s sonic characteristics are sacrificed at the altar of meaning, so it is heard not as medium but only as message. We do not listen to the resonance or location of a voice nearly as much as we listen to its content.

This is perhaps another of Hopelandic’s strengths: in resisting signification, in refusing to “mean,” it maintains its primary identity as a sound. The Hopelandic voice is an aural
voice, and it therefore always exists in three-dimensional space. When we hear Jónsi’s vocal phrases on ( ), we are not distracted by what they say, and are therefore able to hear where they say, just as the child playing blind man’s bluff doesn’t care what his playmates say, only from whence they say it. The Hopelandic voice is first and foremost a sound in a space, and, as a result, the language becomes multi-dimensional and spatially conscious. As Marshall McLuhan once said, “Acoustic space is a dwelling place for anyone who has not been conquered by the one-at-a-time, uniform ethos of the alphabet.”

Notes


3. The band can be seen performing “Starálfur” in the former swimming pool in the film Heima.


6. ( ) producer Ken Thomas quoted in Pytlik.

8. “And when you look long into an abyss, the abyss also looks into you.” Friedrich Nietzsche, Beyond Good and Evil, in Basic Writings of Nietzsche, trans. and ed. Walter Kaufmann (New York: The Modern Library, 2000), 279.

9. The length is not arbitrary, but seems to be a look back to Von, which featured a track called “18 sekúndur fyrir sólarupprás” (“18 seconds before sunrise”). Literally eighteen seconds of silence, the song divided that album into isolated halves. The central silence of ( ) doubles the duration of that earlier gap exactly, acting as both a reprise and an extension of this earlier silence.

10. As one reviewer summarizes: “If one were to assemble all the reviews and features written about Sigur Rós, the adjective used most often would probably be ‘glacial’, and the critical stratagem most frequently employed would discuss their music in terms of the imposing Icelandic landscape—lazy clichés, of which the band themselves have become thoroughly sick and tired.” Andy Gill, “Sigur Rós: Why we’re mesmerised by the hypnotic Icelandic band,” The Independent, 30 January 2009.

11. Kjartan Sveinsson in Heima (XL Recordings, Ltd., 2007), DVD.

12. John Best in Heima producer commentary.

13. Ibid.

14. The John Yang Archive is run by the artist’s daughter, Naomi Yang, who is perhaps best known for her musical work with the bands Galaxie 500 and Damon & Naomi.

16. This is perhaps why reversed recordings of human speech sound so uncanny: there is something fundamentally alien about a linguistic voice traveling in any direction other than forward.

17. McLuhan, in Cox and Warner, 68.
Hope

Hope is the thing with feathers
That perches in the soul,
And sings the tune without the words,
And never stops at all
— Emily Dickinson

Sigur Rós went out of their way on ( ) to refrain from naming: No album title, no song titles, and no lyrics. Everything about the album is engineered to be empty, to refrain from signifying. But there is one thing that is given a title, that escapes neglect with regard to naming, and that is the language in which these untitled songs are sung: Vonlenska, or Hopelandic.

Granted, the word “Hopelandic” appears nowhere on the album itself, or in its packaging. But the name was still prevalent in ( )’s press releases,¹ on the band’s website,² and in interviews discussing the album.³ Why give the language a name, doesn’t it seem inconsistent with the aesthetic aim of the entire project? Would Hopelandic not be more powerful, more open, more like the gap that it endeavors to be if the audience was invited to name it as well? What does it mean
that this language has a name, and, more importantly, what does the name mean?

This final chapter will ask perhaps the most important questions about the album: What does it leave us with? If Vonlenska is a language of hope, what does that reveal about ( ) itself? Is the album a hopeful record? Does it present a narrative, an environment, or a worldview that is meant to give hope to its listeners? By juxtaposing Sigur Rós’s creation of an abstract language against the historical hope for a language of redemption, and by exploring the contexts (musical, narrative, dialectical) in which Hopelandic is presented, perhaps we can see what, if anything, is hopeful about the language, and, by extension, what is hopeful about ( ) itself.

Natural Failures

There is staggering diversity among the world’s languages, and, yet, the vast majority of all human languages have something unique in common. From Abaza to Lakota to Pitjantjatjara to Zulu, the nearly seven thousand languages spoken by billions of people around the world all share a single characteristic: they are all natural, that is, they have all developed gradually, seemingly of their own accord, over hundreds or thousands of years. No single organizational genius is to thank for Hungarian’s complex system of cases, no committee of proto-syntacticians assembled Kivunjo’s word-formation rules, and no poet or aesthete determined Turkish’s rules of vowel harmony. Even sudden, drastic
linguistic changes, such as English’s Great Vowel Shift, which—over a mere three hundred years during the Middle Ages—radically changed the way English words are pronounced, occur spontaneously and without planning or forethought. Rather than being designed with premeditated intention, languages are like organisms in an ecosystem, in a constant state of chaotic evolutionary flux.

We have this continuous, unguided development to thank for the great diversity of languages, but we also have it to thank for all the things we find frustrating and illogical about language, its inherent imperfections. Languages are full of inconsistencies, ranging from the comical (one recites at a play and plays at a recital) to the frustrating (irregular verbs). In addition, languages are hard to learn, and it can take years to become fluent enough to carry on even the simplest conversation with a speaker of another tongue. And, in perhaps its greatest flaw, language seems to fail us whenever we need it the most: to express the transcendent, the uncanny, the ineffable. Doesn’t the very fact that we have to refer to some things as “inexpressible” reveal an inherent failure in language to fulfill its singular purpose? C’mon, language, you had one job!

But language’s problems do not end with mere inconvenience, as some have implicated it in more serious abuses. It is through language that we lie to each other, and it is through language that misinformation and propaganda are spread. Language is as much—if not more so—the medium of deception as it is the medium of truth (and some, as we shall see, are less than optimistic about language’s capability of being the latter). Many throughout history have suggested
that language prevents us from fully knowing things in their nature, from knowing the true essence of reality. For them, rather than being the medium of truth, language is the very obstacle that keeps truth at a distance.

Language has also been implicated in the unfortunate byproducts of its very diversity. We all speak different languages, thousands of them, and thus the world’s seven billion people are unable to communicate with each other directly. We are always forced to interact at the mercy of translators and under the threat of miscommunication or misunderstanding. Some have suggested this not only prevents us from working together to achieve the full potentials of humanity—from building towers to the heavens—but also breaks us apart into clans and tribes, which inevitably leads to chauvinism, jingoism, and even to war or other atrocities.

The accusations against language, from the simple to the severe, have led many to seek out various solutions. These tend to fall into one of two camps. First, there are those who nostalgically long for the original language, the language of Adam. For these thinkers, the continuous development of the natural languages is a progressive deterioration, and the solution is to rediscover the first language, the essential language, the most *natural* of the natural languages that existed before convention and human interference wore it down into its current inadequate state. The other consists of those who seek to construct new languages. If the problem is that language prevents us from fully experiencing reality, then a more descriptive, more empirical language must be constructed. If language lends itself too easily to misuse and
deception, then we must assemble a language that cannot be co-opted for such abuses. If it breaks us apart into isolated factions, then a universal language must be constructed to bridge cultures and bring together disparate communities. Both of these strategies, two sides of the same utopian coin, reveal a singular ideology: the majority of the world’s troubles can be attributed to problems with its languages, and the (achievable) solution is a better—or, rather, a perfect—language.

Nostalgia

The desire to reach back to a primal sensibility and produce an Ur-expression is a particularly twentieth-century manifestation of a longstanding sense of wistful regret that has permeated Western thought: something has been lost; language was once more/better/easier, but it has deteriorated over time. In the twentieth century, such nostalgia is expressed in Surrealist automatism, in Janov’s Primal Scream therapy, in sound poetry, and in other attempts to bypass language en route to the primeval unconscious. During the eighteenth century, it was expressed by Rousseau’s “Essay on the Origin of Languages,” in which the philosopher suggests that primitive language was more direct, expressive, echolalic, and conducive to freedom than contemporary language, which has decayed to the point of uselessness.

Pre-Enlightenment, this look backward was based in a more specifically biblical understanding of origins. The romanticized first language was not that of primal humanity,
but the language of Eden, the language Adam used to converse with God in Paradise. This holy language was lost at some point. Perhaps it lasted only until the Fall, when Eve’s conversation with the deceptive serpent led to sin, death, and the expulsion from Paradise. Perhaps it lasted until God’s intervention at the Tower of Babel, when the people were scattered across the earth and had their languages confused, “that they may not understand one another’s speech.” Either way, Babel, the confusio linguarum, is the pivotal event whereby humanity was castrated, cut off from one another. Thus, the first Fall is completed by a second fall, that of the tower crashing to the ground, the fragmentation of a monolithic architectural structure mirroring that of a monoglottic linguistic structure.

Babel and the Fall are stories of loss, of a perfection that is no longer available. As a result, they are, perhaps counter-intuitively, utopian stories. Not only do they suggest that perfection and unity are possible, but they also claim that they had already been achieved. They are conservative utopias that suggest that, if only we could go back, then things would be perfect. A paradise lost is a paradise that can be regained, and perhaps one of the ways to regain it is through language. If we could speak the language of Paradise, surely the experience of Paradise would not be far behind. Of course, regaining the Adamic language is an impossible task, one completely dependent on conjecture, assumption, and stabbing blindly in the dark, hence the failure of so many medieval scholars in rediscovering it. One is left only with longing: longing for a return, longing for the deus ex machina to intervene again to restore Paradise.
Unnatural Failures

The failure or impracticality of efforts to go backward and reclaim the primal language has led others to take matters into their own hands by attempting to invent new languages, to be the new Adam. The creators of these constructed languages (or “conlangs”) set out to correct the errors inherent in natural languages by fashioning more perfectly designed synthetic languages. The shape each conlang takes is dependent on which error it seeks to rectify.

During the seventeenth century, when the scientific revolution spurred new faith in the powers of reason and rationality, many scholars pursued a language with the ability to perfectly describe the universe and which would be understandable to people all across multilingual Europe, thereby facilitating both scholarship and commerce. Contemporary developments in mathematical notation—which fully described isolated concepts (numbers, processes) as well as their relations to one another (the relationship between 1 and 100 is implicit in their notation), and which was decipherable to speakers of any language—suggested that similar connections could perhaps be established among all concepts (mathematical, biological, theological, commercial, etc.) and organized into a new universal language of philosophy. Such a language would not only be internally consistent and self-referential, but would also make the world more understandable and would quicken the pace of scientific discovery. As Descartes observed:
All the thoughts which can come into the human mind must be arranged in an order like the natural order of the numbers. In a single day one can learn to name every one of the infinite series of numbers, and thus to write infinitely many different words in an unknown language. The same could be done for all the other words necessary to express all the other things which fall within the purview of the human mind. [...] The greatest advantage of such a language would be the assistance it would give to men’s judgment, representing matters so clearly that it would be almost impossible to go wrong.  

There were several attempts to design such a language. In 1678, Leibniz constructed his lingua generalis, which distilled all human knowledge into basic concepts, gave each a numerical designation, and provided a guide to pronouncing these numbers as words (e.g., 81,374 becomes “mubodilefa” or “bodifalemu”). Leibniz, who developed infinitesimal calculus independently of Newton, was attempting to create a “calculus of thought,” a lexicon in which one could perform calculations that would show the true relation of things to each other, leading to a greater understanding of truth. Such a language, of course, presupposes a complete and thorough understanding of the universe, itself a utopian proposition.

Other attempts were made to create a completely descriptive philosophical language, but by far the most thorough was by John Wilkins, who put forth his project in An Essay towards a Real Character, and a Philosophical Language (1668). The foundation for Wilkins’ language was
an elaborate table that outlined thousands of concepts and their relations to one another. Spanning 270 pages, this table consisted of a Porphyrian tree in which 40 major genera were divided into 251 subdivisions, yielding 2,030 species of pairs. Every concept, from God to man, pigs to porcupines, and dignity to dunging, had its place in this taxonomic table (e.g., porcupine = “substances > animate > sensate > sanguineous > beast > clawed > non-rapacious”). Wilkins’ exhaustive system, however, depended on his own very subjective method of structuring the universe. In fact, every attempt to create a philosophical language had its own idiosyncratic ways of organizing concepts, thus demonstrating the lack of uniformity with regard to how the inventors envisioned the totality. Wilkins’ language was never adopted, nor was Leibniz’s, or the myriad others produced or proposed at this time. Descartes sums up the problem:

I think it is possible to invent such a language and to discover the science on which it depends [. . .]. But do not hope ever to see such a language in use. For that, the order of nature would have to change so that the world turned into a terrestrial paradise; and that is too much to suggest outside of fairyland.

For Descartes, the perfect language cannot bring about utopia; utopia must bring with it the perfect language.

Others since Descartes have been more optimistic about crafting a perfect language. The twentieth century witnessed the development of Loglan, whose grammar is based on formal logic and attempts to eliminate any syntactical or semantic ambiguity. In Loglan, the expression “All dogs are
blue” becomes “radaku da kangu u da blanu,” which, translated directly, means “For every $x$, if $x$ is a dog, then $x$ is blue.”\(^{11}\) Developed by the sociologist James Cooke Brown in 1955, Loglan was proposed as a possible “treatment of a disease we didn’t know we had! LLL, the disease of ‘logical language limitation,’ or UNM of ‘unnecessarily narrowed minds.’”\(^{12}\) In 1949, Charles Bliss published *Semantography*, outlining his pictorial symbol language, Blissymbolics. Bliss was also concerned with creating a language of absolute truth, but for a different reason: as a Jewish Austro-Hungarian who had spent time in the Dachau and Buchenwald concentration camps, Bliss had seen first-hand how Nazi propaganda had misused language to unspeakably destructive ends. He crafted a written language of symbols, which bypassed words and directly represented concepts themselves, believing that such a language would make lies, manipulation, and propaganda impossible.

All of these invented languages are polar opposites of Hopelandic. They aim for greater semantic clarity. These languages not only communicate meaning, but also attempt to do so in such a way that deeper and more significant meanings are expressed than are even possible in our natural languages. Like the look backward to Eden, these languages tell a utopian story, only this time it is a progressive one: if we can just move forward into a better future, using the agency of a new language, then things would be perfect. And yet, each of these languages is a spectacular failure, never adopted by any community of speakers.\(^{13}\) However, the inventors of these languages are all marked by a quixotic, charmingly naïve optimism. They are characterized by hope, embracing
the possibility of a world made better through language; and the most successful invented language is also the one most explicitly based on this idea of hope.

**One who Hopes**

Late nineteenth-century Białystok (in modern-day Poland) was a multilingual melting pot in which Russians, Poles, Germans, and Jews each spoke their own language and interacted hostilely, if at all. Ludwik Zamenhof, who was born into this climate, recalls, “I was taught that all men were brothers, while at the same time everything I saw in the street made me feel that men as such did not exist. [...] This always tormented my young soul [and] I kept telling myself that when I was grown up I would certainly destroy this evil.”14 Zamenhof quickly began designing his own language, aiming to create one with which speakers of any tongue could interact, in the hope of bringing an end to the “enmity of nations.” He published his Lingvo internacia in 1887, but, insisting that a universal language was the property of the world and not its creator, he did not publish it under his own name. Instead, he used the pseudonym Dr Esperanto, meaning “one who hopes.”

Rather than building a new language from scratch, Esperanto, as it eventually became known, was a composite tongue consisting of roots that were common to several European languages (e.g., “rose,” “rosa,” and “roza” become “rozo”).15 Its alphabet consisted of twenty-eight letters, each of which stood for a single sound; it did away with case
markings (except the accusative); and it used only one article, “la” (no variance among genders). The goal was simplicity, a language that would be easy for anyone to learn quickly.

While only one of the hundreds of contemporary International Auxiliary Languages (including Volapük, Universalglot, and Weltsprache, among others), Esperanto caught on quickly, and the first international Esperanto congress in 1905 drew nearly seven hundred people from across Europe. The ideals of a politically neutral language that could pave the way for peace attracted many of them, who came wearing Esperanto’s symbol: a green five-pointed star. The language received support from several influential figures, including Leo Tolstoy and, later, a young George Soros, and, in 1908, the small neutral state of Moresnet (in modern Belgium) made a failed attempt to establish itself as the Esperanto state of Amikejo (“Friendship Place”). Esperanto and its ideology were provocative enough that Esperantists were persecuted by both the Russian tsar and the Nazis, which served only to reinforce their commitment.¹⁷

The language of peace, like its predecessors, failed to bring about the peaceful world it envisioned. It did not prevent World War I, much less World War II, and, by mid-century, much of the momentum behind the language had waned.¹⁸ As a solution to the problems of inter-cultural hostility and war, Esperanto was, of course, chimeric. Societies without language barriers have dissolved into bloody conflicts, civil wars, even ethnic cleansing, so a universal language would likely do little to usher in an age of peace. But it remains perhaps the best example of this unyielding utopian
impulse—the undying hope in a world made paradise via a perfect language.

(Kuraca) Forto

Such linguistic invention is always a means to an end; it is meant to bring about spiritual, scientific, or political utopias. When it fails, it often does so quietly, going unnoticed, drifting gently into that good night. As a result, such attempts are derisively labeled as unrealistic or pie-in-the-sky, and are part of the reason the word “utopian” has taken on a negative connotation. But perhaps we have good reason to be skeptical of the utopian, as often such endeavors do not fail quietly, but with more horrific results. The utopian vision, forced into the reality of the present, often yields only disastrous violence: the French Revolution becomes the Reign of Terror, Marxism becomes Stalinism, Jonestown becomes Jonestown—and in some cases the utopian idea is odious to begin with, like the racial utopia envisioned by National Socialism. Thus, there is a tension in the utopian impulse, a potential for both Edenic paradise and dystopian failure.

An oddly pertinent cautionary tale can be found in the promotional video for Michael Jackson’s album HIStory, which was seen on MTV and in cinemas around the world in the mid-1990s. The four-minute video opens with a blank screen, over which a speaker is heard proclaiming a triumphant phrase in Esperanto, which can be translated as: “Different nations of the world build this sculpture in the
name of global motherhood, love, and the healing power [kuraca forto] of music.” Immediately, this calls to mind both the peaceful ideology of Esperanto itself, as well as Jackson’s own one-worldism (“We Are the World,” “Heal the World,” etc.). The video continues to show factory workers erecting a giant five-pointed star (the Esperanto symbol), which the viewer eventually learns is to be attached to a giant statue of the king of pop himself. After a scene in which Jackson enters a square leading a vast army in choreographed dance moves, the statue is unveiled to crowds screaming in adoration.

The video encapsulates the dual nature of the utopian impulse. Jackson’s short film speaks of a utopian society in which the world is purged of pain through the healing force of music, and yet the imagery and choreography has strong fascistic overtones, distinctly recalling *Triumph of the Will*. Jackson is portrayed as a führer, dressed in glistening Gaddafi-esque garb, and leading an imposing army in a military demonstration. The first sound heard after the Esperanto introduction is not a curative melody, but the ominous rhythm of marching boots. The unveiled statue is not a symbol of global motherhood, but an idol of the leader himself draped in bandoliers, the hysteric reactions of Jackson’s fans evoking the compulsory devotion of mourners at the funeral of Kim Jong-il. The utopia Jackson envisions is one that requires a strong military presence, frightening crowd-control police and a personality cult. Viewed from this angle, the hopeful Esperanto phrase suddenly seems Orwellian. The tension between utopian inspiration and dystopian execution is fully present.
This fraught opposition between utopia and dystopia is omnipresent in post-rock aesthetics, though in a more ambiguous, less outwardly contradictory fashion. When Simon Reynolds wrote about post-rock in the mid-1990s, he described a music that was, in a sense, post-human. This was music that dissolved away all the most “human” aspects of music production: live performance, the physical act (e.g., the guitar strum), voice and singer, and all traces of subjectivity. As after-human music, post-rock was the absorption of the human into the machine, a colder, more digital humanity, the erasure of the organic body: “at the center of post-rock floats a phantasmic un-body, androgynous and racially indeterminate: half-ghost, half-machine.”

Since the mid-1990s, however, the term “post-rock” has drifted slightly away from this trajectory (UK bands like Disco Inferno, Seefeel, early Main) to the separate-but-overlapping heritage of bands like Mogwai, Explosions in the Sky, and This Will Destroy You. For this later, mostly North American family of bands, there is a more apocalyptic aesthetic that is not so much after-human, as it is human-after: human after earth, human after death, human after civilization. Rather than erasing humanity, these bands obliterate everything around it, exploring an empty, post-apocalyptic subjectivity.

This is most explicit in the work of Montreal’s Godspeed You! Black Emperor. Throughout the band’s output, there is a dystopian atmosphere, an undercurrent of apocalyptic absence. Their 1999 EP Slow Riot for New Zero Kanada features the Hebrew phrase “tohu va bohu” on its cover, a
reference to the “formless and void” emptiness of pre-Creation Genesis, and contains an apocalyptic excerpt from the book of Jeremiah in its inside sleeve:

I beheld the earth,
And, lo, it was waste and void;
And the heavens, and they had no light. […]
And all the cities thereof were broken down […]
For thus saith the LORD:
The whole land shall be desolate;
Yet will I not make a full end.

This destructive imagery is more overtly evident on the LP F# A# ∞, whose introduction features a post-apocalyptic narration describing a world in which “the sun has fallen down, and […] the buildings tumbled in on themselves,” and where “mothers clutching babies, picked through the rubble, and pulled out their hair.”

Such dystopian visions are accompanied by a strong sense of nostalgia, of mourning a past that has been lost or destroyed. This is most clearly heard on Godspeed’s “Sleep,” in which an elderly man describes the lost innocence of Coney Island:

There was no place like it, in the whole world, like Coney Island when I was a youngster. […] Now it’s shrunk down to almost nothing, you see. And I still remember in my mind how things used to be, and I feel very bad. […] And we used to sleep on the beach here, sleep overnight—they don’t do that anymore. Things changed, you see.

Musically, such mourning is present in post-rock’s lamenting elegies, as in Explosions’ “A Poor Man’s Memory,” Mogwai’s
“Yes! I Am a Long Way from Home,” or Slow Riot’s “Moya,” which opens with an instrumental adaptation of the “Dies Irae” chant from the Latin Requiem Mass. The human-after is marked by a solemn lamentation of the world that once was, and is now deeply missed.

Much as the utopian always contains within it the potential for catastrophic failure, the dystopian also contains its own inverse, and so, in post-rock, running alongside the nostalgic lamentation is a contradictory thread of jubilation and transcendence. The characteristics shared by most post-rock bands—the bell-like diatonic guitar counterpoint, the marching, processional percussion, the ambient major-key tapestries, and the long crescendi from barely audible pianissimo to deafening loud climaxes—all contribute to an atmosphere in defiant opposition to apocalyptic mourning, one of anticipation, progression, and optimistic possibility. A destroyed world is a tabula rasa, and an apocalypse is an opportunity for new creation (“the whole land shall be desolate—yet will I not make a full end”). The same Godspeed album that features the wistful Coney Island memory opens with “Storm,” which includes a triumphantly jubilant orchestration of “Amazing Grace,” a hymn whose text is the prototypical expression of hopeful optimism.

**Simon’s Elegy**

Sigur Rós’s aesthetic, as a general rule, lacks the apocalyptic sensibility of their post-rock contemporaries. None of their albums features the dystopian narratives of Godspeed, the
cataclysmic dissonances of Mogwai, or even the plaintive guitar noodling of Explosions. Instead, Sigur Rós tend to lean more on the jubilant, the celebratory, the inspiring. This can be easily demonstrated by referring to the content of the band’s music videos. “Svefn-g-englar” features the angelic dancing of the Perlan theatre group; “Viðrar vel til Loftárása” depicts the triumph of young love in the face of bigotry; while “Glósóli” tells the story of a gang of children who march boldly through the Icelandic landscape to the top of a tall mountain, then run and jump off a cliff—only to fly ever upward like a band of Peter Pans. While there is certainly a nostalgic romanticization of childhood, it is not a mournful one lamenting a loss of innocence. Rather, it is a hopeful one, which suggests such innocence can be maintained (as in the “Hoppípolla” video, which depicts a group of senior citizens playfully hopping in puddles and having mud fights). Sigur Rós’s scales are typically tipped in favor of the inspirational, rather than the ominous or melancholy.

That is, of course, except for (). The album remains the darkest in the band’s discography, and the one that presents the most desolate listening environment. Its aesthetic of emptiness and absence is strikingly resonant with the idea of the human-after. The dolorous melody and steady walking-pace percussion of “E-Bow” suggests a funeral dirge; “Álafoss” portrays an uninhabited landscape, a frigid tohu-vá-bohu of emptiness-made-sound; and “Dauðalagíð” sounds as if it is forever striving to reach the exultation of Ágætis byrjun, but is no longer able to muster the optimism. Even the songs from the “lighter” side A have a weight to them, from the pensive meditation of “Samskeyti” to “Fyrsta”’s bittersweet
melody. While the hopeful optimism of their other albums is not by any means absent, it sits alongside—in tension with—these darker, more dystopian qualities.

Nowhere is this more apparent than in the video for “Vaka,” the only one the band produced for ( ). “Vaka” literally takes the aforementioned romantic idealization of childhood and drops it squarely into a post-apocalyptic wasteland. The film begins with a few moments of abstract, glistening lights, before opening into close-up shots of children’s faces as they are inspected by a teacher. The children then dress in coats and scarves and run out to recess, though, once they are outside, the viewer realizes they are also wearing gas masks—the frightening implication being that the air outside is no longer breathable. The ground is covered with ashes, which rain down like snow from a reddened sky, and the barren atmosphere is populated only by skeletal trees and decrepit automobiles. The children, however, are shown playing gleefully, building snowmen from the ashes, frolicking around the cars, and otherwise hopping, prancing, and hugging. At first, it seems like another video about triumph—the triumph of childhood innocence even in the face of apocalyptic disaster—until a child falls down, and loses his gas mask. The camera closes in on the boy’s face as his life leaves him, the ending shot inverting the opening images of the children’s faces, reflecting tragedy back onto hope, framing the video like a pair of parentheses.

The final shot recalls the moment in Peter Brook’s film Lord of the Flies (1963), following Simon’s death, when, having been murdered by his fellow castaways, the boy’s body is shown floating peacefully through the water, an instant in
which the idyllic innocence of childhood meets the tragedy of human cruelty, where dystopia and utopia collide. In Brook’s film, after the screams of “Kill! Kill!” fade away, Simon is shown tranquilly floating in the ocean, while a boys chorus is heard singing an ethereal “Kyrie eleison” elegy. The camera pans over from the boy’s body, and the viewer is subjected to a play of light reflecting on the water’s surface (not unlike the images with which “Vaka” begins), the flickering reflections acting out the delicate resonance of the soundtrack. In both films, there is an opposition between sin and innocence, between painful image and celestial sound. In the case of “Vaka,” the band have conflictingly coupled such dark imagery with a song from the album’s lighter side, thus reinforcing the tension—the gap—between despair and optimism.

**The Parenthetical Dialectic**

( ) is fraught with diametrical oppositions: (light side/dark side); (utopia/dystopia); (signified/non-signified); (linguistic/non-linguistic); (human/inhuman); (organic/synthetic); (presence/absence); (human-before/human-after); (the innocence of childhood/the tragedy of a child’s death). The album presents itself as a series of contradictions, always in dialectical tension with one another. Like the pair of parentheses that makes up the album’s title, each concept contains within itself the necessity of its opposite. “(” cannot exist without “)”; one implies the existence of the other. The most optimistic melodies of side A carry within them the solemn reflection of side B, the creation of a language that refuses to signify hints at the power of signification, the
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dystopian mourning of the “Vaka” video is itself a form of utopian longing, a hope for its opposite.

() forces its listeners into a state of suspension between extremes, into a space of infinite tension. But, if () is a dialectical album, does it have a synthesis, a conclusion that overcomes this tension? If we want to determine the album’s perspective, to ascertain whether or not it is, in fact, “hopeful,” we should look to the places in which the extremes might be brought together. At this point, it is perhaps useful to turn to the album’s last song, its final statement, to see what conclusion, if any, we can find.

Popplagið

“Popplagið” is not just ()’s conclusion, it is, to this day, over ten years since the release of the album, the finale of nearly every Sigur Rós concert. It seems as if nothing the band have composed since is able to usurp the song’s position as final statement; after “Popplagið,” nothing else needs to be—or, perhaps, can be—said.

The song opens with clean guitar arpeggios in the right speaker, which sit opposite a cloud of ethereal ambience in the left. The addition of drums (0:26) and bass (0:43) adds stability and breadth to the texture, until the arrival of the voice (1:51), when Jónsi articulates a string of Hopelandic syllables over an austere musical substratum:

yu sy lo wahn
yu sy
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yu sy fow ai lo wah nohn
yu sy

This short fragment is repeated, before branching into a transition (2:37) that eventually gives way to a third section (3:11), with a more seraphic, ascending vocal line. The entire, three-part verse is then repeated (4:07–6:05), with some modest melodic, lyrical and textural variations.

“Popplagið”’s opening six minutes stand in stark contrast to the three songs preceding it on ( )’s second side. Its material has more activity and forward direction, and a more ambiguous affect. While the preceding songs have a mournful (“Álafoss”) or even desperate (“Dauðalagið”) quality, “Popplagið” is more ambiguous, though the major key accompaniment and quicker tempo imply a more sanguine, even anticipatory character.

The tone changes abruptly and dramatically after the repeat of the verse, however, as the atmosphere takes on a suddenly ominous tone. A distorted chord is struck (6:06) and fades away, leaving only a very present and forceful drum pattern. A three-note ascending melody is played (6:19), but is barely audible above the sudden percussive energy. Soon enough, Jósi enters (6:31), and sings a descending melody in counterpoint. The progression continues to build and build, accumulating instruments as it gathers steam. In no time that most un-post-rock of gestures—the strummed guitar—enters (6:50), repeatedly hammering away at a single chord, soon to be joined by the bass (7:13). When all the instruments suddenly drop out (7:39), leaving only the strumming bass and guitar, Jósi inverts his vocal melody, now climbing
upward to stratospheric heights. Then, when the percussion and strings fade back in (8:05), the song continues its ever-escalating crescendo.

The pattern grows in dynamic and intensity, pulsing with energy, and is now led prominently by the percussion, which drives the texture forward through sheer pummeling ferocity (ca. 9:18). When the crescendo finally climaxes in a fierce cascade of drums and cymbals (9:27), it feels initially like an arrival point, until the listener realizes that the material itself has not changed—it has only become more intense—and the song continues its progressive expansion. The voice drops out for a brief period (9:51–10:09), and, when it returns, there is a significant harmonic shift: after droning on a single chord for over four minutes, the harmony finally moves (10:15), outlining a three-chord progression beneath the ever-present ascending melody. It is perhaps at this point that the listener realizes that escalation and climax are one and the same: the song has always already arrived at its destination, while simultaneously striving eternally onward. Eventually, “Popplagið” finally arrives on its last crunchily distorted chord, both climactically and anti-climactically (11:23), with the resonance quickly melting away, leaving only a low feedback tone, which is eventually cut off by the click with which the album began.

**Negative Lament**

It seems that, rather than resolving ( )’s dialectical tension, “Popplagið” perpetuates it. The song acts as a microcosm of
the album itself, containing within it all of the aforementioned oppositions. Nearly twelve minutes in length, “Popplagið” is divided into six-minute halves: a lighter, gentler, major-key air, and a fiercely suspenseful explosion-in-slow-motion, a binary structure that mirrors that of the album itself. Though each of the song’s halves is strikingly different from the other, they share a sort of uncertainty with regard to their character. They can be heard as doleful or celebratory, frustrated or triumphant. Like a figure/ground illusion, one can switch back and forth between these opposing perspectives. Thus, in both its twofold formal division and its tonal ambiguity, “Popplagið” encapsulates all of ( )’s paradoxes: it is at once innocent and tragic, hopeful and despairing, utopian and dystopian.

If we want to determine whether ( ) as a whole is hopeful, whether it synthesizes its oppositions, it seems at first that turning to “Popplagið” is a dead end, yielding only more contradiction. As a final statement, the song seems to be merely a summary, offering no new perspective but simply rehashing the album’s narrative. However, a seemingly innocuous characteristic of the song’s final melody reveals the way out of this dilemma, and points to ( )’s core hopefulness.

When the voice makes its appearance in the song’s second half (6:31), it sings a long, descending line, ending in a chromatic half step. Such melodies have been common throughout music history as laments, their sigh-like characteristics well suited to songs of mourning and loss (some well-known examples include “When I am laid in earth” from Purcell’s Dido and Aeneas or the “Crucifixus” from Bach’s B Minor Mass). After several repetitions of the melody,
Jónsi drops out, and, when he re-enters (7:43), the melody has been altered. Rather than descending, the line ascends, stretching itself higher and higher, before descending back down a half step. This new melody is an inverse of the former, rising rather than falling, but still containing a short final descent. It is this inside-out version that ends the album, and it is during this melody that “Popplagið” really begins to gain momentum. This ascent is a negative image of the lament, retaining its features, but turning them in a different direction. It mixes grief with optimism, and, when coupled with the dynamic instrumental escalation, it takes on a striving quality.

What is the inverse of a lament? The opposite of a lament would be a celebration, a jubilant outburst lacking any trace of ache or sorrow. But to invert lament is to perform an entirely different operation, one that retains the striving quality, just as a photo whose colors have been inverted still retains its subject matter. If a lament is the mourning of something that has been lost, perhaps a negative lament is the mourning of something not yet achieved. Indeed, “Popplagið” ends with just such a negative lament, mourning the absence of something in the future—something hoped for—while striving toward its achievement. And so we have found our way back to the utopian impulse.

_Bilderverbot_

The utopian impulse—and the tension between hope and despair—is an important feature of the work of the Frankfurt School philosophers, particularly Theodor Adorno and
Ernst Bloch. They saw the impulse as based in a universal sense of longing, a sense that the present world was radically wrong (or, as expressed in Bertolt Brecht’s *Mahagonny*, that “Something is missing”). For Bloch, this deep longing was “the pervading and above all only honest quality of all human beings,” and was responsible for most creative endeavors, underlying much inherent to religion, art, and scientific research (and, we can add to this, language invention). Whether one attributes it to the alienation inflicted upon the individual through capitalist exploitation, or the theological sense of a paradise lost after Babel or the Fall, there is both an awareness that the world is horribly corrupt and, what Bloch’s colleague Max Horkheimer would call, a “longing for the totally other”: a desire for something that is *not this*. This thing, the something that is missing, is “utopia.”

There have been numerous attempts to define utopia or at least to establish the conditions from which it could emerge. There have been literary depictions (Plato’s *Republic*, More’s *Utopia*), political prescriptions (Enlightenment democracy, socialism), and linguistic efforts (Wilkins’ work, Esperanto), among others (technological, religious, environmental, magical, etc.), all of which have ultimately failed to fill the gap or quench the longing. For Adorno, such failure was not the result of the inability of such endeavors to depict attainable utopias, but rather the fact that they attempted to depict utopia at all.

When discussing utopia, Adorno often invoked the biblical commandment against graven images, the *bilderverbot* (“image taboo”). For Adorno—who was writing in the wake of World War II, Auschwitz, the dystopia of Stalinism, and at a time in
which the rigors of modern capitalism seemed increasingly entrenched—the world was so evil that it precluded even the ability to conceive of a true utopia. Therefore, any attempt at depicting or describing utopia would itself be false and corrupt, hence the bilderverbot: one must refrain from envisioning utopia for utopia’s sake.\textsuperscript{28} Any depiction of utopia drafted from within the depravity of the modern world betrays utopia to that same depravity. Instead, Adorno suggests one can only approach utopia negatively, that is, through a critique of the status quo. “Consummate negativity, once squarely faced, delineates the mirror-image of its opposite.”\textsuperscript{29} Only by examining the false can the true begin to take shape, as truth is simply falsity’s other. So, in bearing witness to what is wrong with the present, we can, by implication, get a vague sense—and a vague sense it must remain—of the utopian. Adorno is careful to ensure that a gap always remains between the present world and the redeemed one, so the idea of redemption does not act as mere consolation, but instead “sharpens our vision of what is wrong with what exists.”\textsuperscript{30}

For Adorno, it was the role of art to perform such critiques, not through literal, polemical indictments of society’s ills,\textsuperscript{31} but dialectically, by removing itself from society. Adorno preferred “autonomous” art (like absolute music), which, specifically by not being a part of society (e.g., by disengaging from its political discourse), critiques society.

By crystallizing in itself as something unique to itself, rather than complying with existing social norms and qualifying as “socially useful,” it criticizes society by merely existing, for which puritans of all stripes
condemn it. There is nothing pure, nothing structured strictly according to its own immanent law, that does not implicitly criticize the debasement of a situation evolving in the direction of a total exchange society in which everything is heteronomously defined.32

Art, by successfully isolating itself from reality—at least as much as is possible—and operating according to its own logic and grammar, maintains a “residue of truth,” which is absent from the fallen world,33 and therefore (negatively) provides a glimpse of what society is not.34 We can see this at work on ( ), as the album features its own processes and narratives, which are critically distinct from those of reality. A song like “Samskeyti,” operating according to its own cyclical logic, far more gentle and efficient than anything outside of it, can reveal—negatively, simply by existing—how unlike it society is, how brutal and inefficient.

The Hopeful Impossibility

While works of art such as “Samskeyti” retain a residue of truth, it is only a residue, and the problem with critiquing modernity from a utopian standpoint is that it is based on an impossibility: if we cannot imagine utopia because reality is so debased, how are we to keep the debasement at enough of a distance to critique it? Adorno was well aware and accepting of this, writing that it is

the utterly impossible thing, because it presupposes a standpoint removed, even though by a hair’s breadth,
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from the scope of existence, whereas we well know that any possible knowledge must not only be first wrested from what is, if it shall hold good, but is also marked, for this very reason, by the same distortion and indigence which it seeks to escape.\textsuperscript{35}

We cannot view utopia from within the present and are prohibited from doing so. We must instead view the present from the perspective of utopia—but to remove ourselves from the status quo enough to view it from the standpoint of reconciliation is itself impossible. We are thus forced to choose between a forbidden impossibility and a necessary impossibility. Quite the selection!

It is here that Adorno is at once his most pessimistic and his most hopeful. For him, whether the goal is possible or impossible (and it is almost certainly impossible), it must be attempted. “The reality or unreality of redemption itself hardly matters,” one must still attempt to fashion perspectives that “displace and estrange the world, reveal it to be, with its rifts and crevices, as indigent and distorted as it will appear one day in the messianic light.”\textsuperscript{36} While failure is unavoidable, one must strive forward as if redemption were certain. Adorno maintains hope in the face of impossibility, a hope that is surely the strongest, most persistent of hopes, and one that lives side by side with despair. As his colleague Walter Benjamin put it, it is “only for the sake of the hopeless ones have we been given hope.”\textsuperscript{37}

But we should be careful not to view this hope for the possibility of utopia as “utopian,” as a bunch of destitute individuals blindly awaiting the \textit{deus ex machina}. As Bloch
explains, the striving hope is active, and utopia—while perhaps unachievable—is always in the process of becoming. “But what is true is that each and every criticism of imperfection, incompleteness, intolerance, and impatience already without a doubt presupposes the conception of, and longing for, a possible perfection.” 38 For Bloch, this hope was not a consoling assurance, but “the opposite of security. It is the opposite of naïve optimism. The category of danger is always within it. This hope is not confidence. […] If it could not be disappointed, it would not be hope.” 39 For Bloch, hope is aware that it is surrounded by infinite perils, but it is determined to strive through the danger nonetheless.

Hopeland

In light of this line of thinking, it is difficult not to see ( ), and “Popplagið” in particular, as fundamentally hopeful. Adorno and Bloch view hope as an endless striving toward a utopia that is infinitely in process, and so the striving itself becomes the goal. Is this not precisely what we hear in “Popplagið”? a continuous escalation that is forever moving forward, a crescendo that never arrives, but whose objective is its very ascent. “Popplagið” cannot arrive at a destination, for to do so would be to render that toward which it aspires—to depict utopia. Instead, the song must perpetually ascend, like a Shepard tone or Penrose’s stairs, striving hopefully toward the impossible, all the while negatively lamenting the absence of a redemption that has yet to arrive.
We can extend this idea of dangerous hoping to the rest of ( ). In presenting the audience with so many dialectical oppositions, which are never resolved, and which exist in continual conflict with one another, the album delineates the tension between the reality that exists and the reality that is hoped for. Even the title itself seems to be a graphic rendering of Adorno’s negative dialectic: two objects, mirror images of one another, each implying the other, separated by an unbridgeable void. The album’s lack of triumph, the absence of a victor in the conflict, is the most hopeful possible outcome. If it portrayed a synthesis of some kind, if there was a reconciliation between light side and dark side or linguistic and non-linguistic, that would require the depiction of redemption—which, according to Adorno, would immediately render the work false. For him, “A work of art is great when it registers a failed attempt to reconcile objective antinomies.”40 Failure means we are on to something; it requires that we continue to strive.

Perhaps this is what the inscription in Ágætis byrjun refers to: “I gave you hope [von] that became a disappointment [vonbrigðum]... this is a good beginning.” Notice that the Icelandic words for hope and disappointment share the same root (“von”), so “vonbrigðum” might be better translated as “unhope” or “failed hope.”41 If, for Bloch, hope that cannot be disappointed is no hope at all, if hope’s very failure is its success, then perhaps this is the “good beginning” referred to in that album’s title. The “good beginning,” continued on ( ), is a von that is always at risk of becoming a vonbrigðum.

This is why the name “Hopelandic” is so significant. It implies the language is that which is spoken in “Hopeland,”
whatever or wherever that may be. At first glance, the name “Hopeland” seems to imply something like “Utopia,” a place in which all of our hopes are fulfilled. But “hope” is a dynamic verb, one that implies progressive action. Therefore, Hopeland is not a place in which one’s hopes are actualized (such a place would have no need for hope), but is precisely the place in which one hopes. This sense of progressive, ongoing hope is what separates Hopelandic from all its precursors in the invented language tradition. Every other invented language sought to bring about utopia, to change reality through the medium of a perfected language. The philosophical languages, Loglan, Blissymbolics, even Esperanto, were all hopeful attempts to bring about a land in which hope would no longer be necessary. In so doing, they depicted utopia, drafted plans for redemption from within the unredeemed, and so were destined to falsity. Instead, Hopelandic—in being a nonsensical language, in being a language that refuses to communicate anything, much less a program for utopia—allows us to keep hoping. It not only obeys the commandment against graven images but also the commandment against uttering the Name of the divine. Hopelandic refuses to name the Name, and, as a result, it can only point to the Name’s absence, like Morgenstern’s “[ ]!”

As a work of art, ( ) is able to negate reality by maintaining a critical distance from it. Unlike Blissymbolics, it dares not imagine a linguistic utopia in which manipulation is impossible, but it can create a language that is itself unusable toward any means, propagandistic or otherwise. Unlike Esperanto, it dares not seek a utopia in which language reverses the confusio
linguarum, but it can emphasize the problem of Babel by creating a nonsensical language that exaggerates the *confusio*. In doing so, it implies the possibility of something else—the something that is missing but which is always in process—and to acknowledge such a possibility, however unlikely, is to reside in Hopeland.

**Invisibility**

In the first chapter, we discussed how Sigur Rós made themselves invisible, so as to allow their audience to become visible—to fill in the gap—but also how any attempt to enter into that gap leaves the gap unfilled. There is always a remainder, an excess of void. No matter what we try to fill the parentheses with, they will expand to allow more empty space. Herein lies the ultimate strength of Hopelandic: it refuses to signify, and thus is itself impervious to signification. It will remain forever at a distance from reality, and any attempt to bring it closer merely emphasizes its distance.

Perhaps the best approach to ( ), then, is not to interpret it at all. To do so tries to bring the album into the very realm it resists as a work of art; to do so would be to force it to name the Name. Perhaps gaps are most useful to us when they are empty, as there is so little in the world that is empty.

At the beginning of this chapter, I asked what ( ) leaves us with. I think the answer is nothing, and I think that in that nothing resides the greatest possible hope.
SIGUR RÓS’S ( )

Notes

1. “The tracing paper CD booklet also contains only subtle designs and no text, with listeners invited to write or illustrate their own interpretations of Birgisson’s ‘Hopelandish’ vocals and post them on the site.” ( ) press release, 2002, http://www.sigur-ros.co.uk/media/press/28oct02.php.

2. “All of the vocals [on] ( ) are, however, in Hopelandic. Hopelandic (Vonlenska in Icelandic) is the ‘invented language’ in which Jónsi sings before lyrics are written to the vocals.” From the band’s FAQ: http://www.sigur-ros.co.uk/band/faq.php.

3. Indeed, the term continues to be a mainstay of most music journalism dealing with Sigur Rós and their music. It could be argued that since the language’s name predates the album by many years (as it refers originally to the language of the song, “Von”) that this act of naming is irrelevant to ( ). However, one certainly cannot ignore the name for this reason, as it is persistent, and cannot help but color most listeners’ understanding of the album’s texts or lack thereof. The term could easily have been abandoned or withheld for the purposes of the album’s marketing (as the song titles were), but it wasn’t. So one must therefore take the name very seriously, as the only signifier which was not concealed or discarded.

4. This is the same impulse that provokes certain artists to (consciously or unconsciously) look back to the prelinguistic state of Kristeva’s semiotic chora.

5. Genesis 11.7.

8. Ibid., 239.
10. Descartes, 6.
13. At least, not to any significant extent. There are pockets of Loglan enthusiasts, as well as a rehab facility in Toronto that used Blissymbols to help children with disabilities communicate. To make matters more difficult, in both cases the inventors took legal action against those who wanted to adapt or alter their language.
16. International Auxiliary Languages are *a posteriori* languages, in that they compile material from existing languages, as opposed to the *a priori* philosophical and logical languages, which are built from scratch.
17. For a fantastic survey of the history of Esperanto, see Okrent, 77–131.
18. Still, to this day, Esperanto remains the most successful of any invented language, boasting at least fifty thousand speakers, including about a thousand native speakers. There are still annual Esperanto conferences, and the language has developed its own unique culture, still centered around the ideals of international fellowship and peace.
SIGUR RÓS’S

19. Michael Jackson, HIStory (Sony/ATV, 1995). In addition to featuring Esperanto, the video depicts soldiers wearing armbands bearing a text that is strikingly reminiscent to Khuzdul, one of Tolkien’s languages.


21. “And the earth was without form, and void; and darkness was upon the face of the deep.” Genesis 1.2 (emphasis added).


25. Even 2013’s Kveikur, with the percussive violence of “Brennisteinn” and its title track, cannot completely shake off the cheerful melodicism of “Stormur” and “Rafstraumur.”


27. Exodus 20.4–6.

28. “What is meant there is the prohibition of casting a picture of utopia actually for the sake of utopia, and that has a deep connection to the commandment, ‘Thou shalt not make a graven image!’ This was also the defense that was actually intended against the cheap utopia, the false utopia, the utopia that can be bought.” Adorno quoted in Bloch, 11.


31. Indeed, for Adorno, the literal itself is “barbaric”: “Totally objectified, by virtue of its rigorous legality, the artwork becomes a mere fact and is annulled as art.” *Aesthetic Theory*, ed. Gretel Adorno and Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Robert Hullot-Kentor (London: Continuum, 2002), 61.

32. Ibid., 225–6.


34. This is not to imply that utopia is to be found in art or that art can portray utopia: “At the center of contemporary antinomies is that art must be and wants to be utopia, and the more utopia is blocked by the real functional order, the more this is true; yet at the same time art may not be utopia in order not to betray it by providing semblance and consolation. If the utopia of art were fulfilled, it would be art’s temporal end.” Adorno, *Aesthetic Theory*, 32.


36. Ibid. (emphasis added).


38. Bloch, 16.

40. “For the problems within [a great artwork …] are so posed that the attempt to solve them must fail […] That is its truth and its ‘success’: to have come up against its own limit. In these terms, any work of art which succeeds through not reaching its limit is a failure.” When “Popplagið” finally concludes, it does so arbitrarily, as if it has simply “come up against its own limit.” Adorno, Beethoven: The Philosophy of Music, ed. Rolf Tiedemann, trans. Edmund Jephcott (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1998), 100.

41. Thanks to Robert Hoeing for clarifying this distinction.

42. Or, in the words of the apostle Paul, “Hope that is seen is not hope: for what a man seeth, why doth he yet hope for? But if we hope for that we see not, then do we with patience wait for it.” Romans 8.24–25

43. Indeed, the philosophical languages, in endeavoring to be fully descriptive of the entire universe, veer as far as possible from the law of the bilderverbot.
I began this book with a story of the first time I saw Sigur Rós, and how a particular moment—from a song not sung in nonsense from the album before ( )—revealed to me what is so inspiring about letting each listener fill in gaps in their own way.

I would like to end the book with an account of the last time I saw Sigur Rós, and how a particular moment—from another song not sung in nonsense, this time from Takk . . ., the album after ( )—revealed to me what is so inspiring about leaving gaps unfilled.

In September 2013, the band performed at the Jacobs Pavilion in Cleveland, Ohio, an admittedly much different setting than the opera house, but not an unwelcome change. Halfway through the set, the outdoor amphitheater was filled with the crunchily plodding beat that is the backbone of “Glósóli.” Accompanied by flickering images of parading children from the song’s video, the band began the otherworldly processional like a group of spectral drum majors, and I felt a strange desire to march.

Marching for me has nothing but negative connotations. When I think of marching, I think of fascistic goose stepping,
the compulsion to “step in line” and comply, or the showy
impotence of picket lines. There are few activities I would feel
less comfortable participating in than a march. And yet, that
night in Cleveland, I felt a strong physical urge to do just that.

I realized in that moment that the idea of marching had
somehow been emptied out. Perhaps it was the musical
context—a song sung in a language I could not understand—
or the apolitical imagery of the children’s procession, but
marching was somehow stripped of all its crass associations,
becoming nothing more than a mere physical action, one
worth doing simply because it would be fun.

I think this is what is special about Sigur Rós’s music,
whether it is sung in Hopelandic or in semantic language. It
allows the listener to engage in activities that have been
emptied out, turned into gaps. One can have the militant
commitment and mechanical physicality of marching
without having to march for anything. One can experience
the penetrating intimacy and numinous awe of worship
without having to worship anything. One can experience the
pensive reflection of mourning without having to actually
experience loss. One can shout for joy in jubilant celebration
without having anything at all worth celebrating.

People say that writing or talking about music is like
“dancing about architecture,” the joke being that dancing
about architecture is an impossibly nonsensical idea,
arbitrarily forcing together two media that have nothing to do
with one another. But the real impossibility is in the
preposition “about.” Dancing about anything is absurd,
whether it is architecture, literature, politics, or romance.
Dancing is an action that, at least for most people, has no
content other than itself. I cannot dance about how wonderful my grandmother is or about how much I love pesto. Such thoughts might compel me to dance, but once I begin dancing I leave the realm of content behind and enter a field of purely non-referential physicality. I think Sigur Rós’s music, and in particular, extends this aesthetic of dancing to any and all experiences, emptying them out, making them about nothing. This why a nonsensical language is the most appropriate one: it gives us the experience of articulation and utterance without burdening us with the gross weight of having to say something.

Perhaps this is why Sigur Rós so often romanticize childhood in their videos. When children play, they don’t do so because they are offering some commentary on the world around them, or because they are acting out some internal psychodynamic drama, they do so because playing is fun. Kids don’t play about anything, they just play. This is why it is so beautiful to see the elderly people jumping in puddles in the “Hoppípolla” video: by the time one gets to old age, it is nearly impossible to engage in even the most mundane activity without an ironic awareness of all its associative implications or consequences. The fact that these seniors are able to puddle-hop is not a triumph over the physical limitations of age, but a triumph over the connotative limitations of meaning. Meanings have a way of attaching themselves to actions, thoughts, and feelings, accumulating over time like barnacles. For music to hollow out experience is for it to perform an ectomy of sorts, removing hardened, oppressive appendages and allowing freer movement.

I continued this thought that night in Cleveland as “Glósóli” built up toward its apex. Like “Popplagið,” “Glósóli”
is an extended escalation, a long crescendo whose climax is merely an extension of its ascending material, its arrival simply a louder version of its departure. It is as if Sigur Rós are simply acting out dramatic musical gestures for their own sake, for no real reason at all, like children at play. And this is perfect, isn’t it? If the music had a purpose, if there was some external program that compelled it to intensify, it would be weighted down by reference and meaning. If it intensifies of its own accord, just because intensifying is fun, because it simply sounds good to do so, then it remains safely secluded, unencumbered, and free.

This idea of emptying something out, of making it a vacuum, perhaps sounds very postmodern (or even Buddhist), but it is not so postmodern as inviting everyone to have their own individual interpretation they attach to the music. Isn’t a collective march for nothing in particular—except maybe for marching’s own sake—far preferable to a bunch of people solipsistically meditating on their own individual meanings?

For this reason, perhaps it is better to leave gaps unfilled, to leave spaces uninhabited, to let the parentheses surround an empty void. Instead of staring into a mirror and meeting the gaze of my own boring reflection, I would rather stare into the abyss, and have it stare back into me. Such would be far more terrifying and beautiful and fun. I would rather let nothingness be nothingness, let nonsense be nonsense, and let gaps be gaps.
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